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#PUTINIzATION

Jelena Milić

The power of the west should be in its ability to create
a situation in which it screws Gazprom’s pipes, at it’s
borders, as a response to russian blackmail and not to
just express concern and impose ineﬃcient sanctions;
to openly ask Belgrade, Kiev, Sarajevo and Soﬁa
whether they wish to go to the East or the West, to
choose putinization as a form of governance or not.

preliminary parliamentary elections have been
scheduled in serbia. one of the main features
of the campaign is to avoid the topic of kosovo,
foreign and security policy, and regional
cooperation, almost entirely. the economy is
supposedly the main topic, although no one
discusses in which value system it is to be
observed, and on what foreign policy course will
its fundamentals be based. Event the energetic
saša radulović cannot come forward on this
issue – he should be more direct regarding the
west. the liberal democratic party considers
some things as self-explanatory and does not
emphasize them in the campaign, which is
already becoming frustrating and brings into
doubt the honesty of their atlanticism, or to say
the least, their knowledge of how important
determination on this subject is. Even stranger
is that the electorate for this issue is larger than
the average result attained by ldp in
parliamentary elections. this electorate is,
again, left without an option to vote for.
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the main tone of the campaign has been
imposed, naturally, by the deputy prime
minister and president of the serbian
progressive party (sns) aleksandar vučić.
almost undisturbedly, he not only advocates,
but also demonstrates clear putinization of the

country, which he initiated the very ﬁrst day of
assuming his mandate as vice president. it is
manifested in weak institutions, dependent
media, non-transparent ﬂows of money and a
complete politicization of the security system,
instead of strengthened democratic control
over it.

he created an image in the public that those
who criticize his “great eﬀorts and sacriﬁces for
serbia” and the sns are themselves against
reforms, do not think with their own head and
are on miroslav mišković’s payroll, a tycoon who
was held in prison for a couple of months, only
to be allowed to leave the country even though
a judicial process is still in place. threats of
judicial processions through the media, with
saucy details from “sources familiar with the
investigation” in high volume selling media that
vučić controls have become one of the main
technologies of aleksandar vučić’s reign. it now
bluntly comes down to confrontation with all
types of political opponents, and not on
implementation of reforms, as he claims. unless
under the term of reform vučić refers to the
“privatization” and humiliation of the
Emergency situation sector of the ministry of
interior, which we have seen in the feketić
aﬀair, and the establishment of partization of
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the entire security system, which we see in
wiretapping aﬀairs of vučić and his party
colleague, serbian president tomislav nikolić,
especially focused on the unconstructive
critique of the work of the ministry of interior
(mup) headed by prime minister ivica dačić, the
introduction of the “fast lane” and the bypass
of tenders for investors with cash, this time
those allegedly coming the united arab
Emirates. vučić’s rhetoric in the campaign, as
well as politics as it seems, regarding relations
with russia, have not moved from having to
mention strategic relations with russia in the
same sentence in which the importance of
European integration for serbia is highlighted.
and even what he cannot be denied from the
start of his mandate, the formal support for the
brussels agreement and normalization of
relations between serbia and kosovo, threatens
to erode in the middle of the election rhetoric
in which clear statements about the west
expecting from serbia to have serbia and
kosovo as two separate legal entities are
avoided, with allowing the deeply compromised
aleksandar vulin, minister without portfolio in
the Government of serbia in charge of kosovo
and metohija, to manage policy towards
kosovo.

unfortunately for serbia, neither partization of
the security system, nor the ambiguity of the
approach towards kosovo, or the compliance
with russian interests, or misuse of the media
are not vučić’s original invention. he simply, at
the price of his own survival in power and
formal support for Eu integrations, raised the
totalitarian level of his predecessors for a notch.
a monument to the azerbaijani dictator heydar
aliyev, in hope that fast cash and investment will
ﬂow in from azerbaijan, was placed in the
tašmajdan park in belgrade in 2011. in the
presence of the then serbian president boris
tadić and belgrade mayor dragan Đilas, placed
today on opposite sides, the monument was
unveiled by the then president of azerbaijan,
ilham aliyev, heydar’s son. hence, the pact of
non-aggression between vučić, who is prepared
to give, without a urbanistic plan or tender
belgrade as a whole, and not just one park and
political pride, to the uaE and tadić’s new
democratic party comes as no surprise. in fact,
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Source: Facebook

weren’t tadić and Jeremić, then foreign
minister and tadić’s political creation – the price
of tadić having support in the democratic party,
provided by Jeremić’s father who is closely
related to russian interests - the ones who
formally, so cheaply sold serbia’s gas industry to
the russians? we had, obviously false, hopes for
at least some freedom from the russians, at
least in some aspects of foreign and security
policy (at least some money came in the end
from azerbaijan).

in serbia overwhelmed by pre-election
combinatorics, the opportunity that the sns
“shares responsibility” in the new Government
with the democratic party of serbia - the only
party that has a clear policy in this elections
campaign: no to the Eu, only intensive
institutional,
political
and
economic
cooperation with russia saves serbia - is rarely
taken into consideration. having also in mind
that serbia is on the brink of bankruptcy, but
also the natural fondness these two parties
have for conservatism and authoritarianism, as
well as the increasingly expressed antiwesternism - no matter what vučić, who is not
impervious within his party, said - this is a very
possible scenario that must be taken into
consideration much more seriously than until
now. tadić obviously lacks course and policy so
he would easily ﬁnd his way around. he has
already cohabitated with koštunica.

the south stream is still erroneously presented
in the election campaign as an economic, and
not a primarily political, investment project on
whose economic incompetence, as well as
putin’s stubbornness on the non-use of foreign
exchange reserves even russian economists
point out to. the obvious alliance of ldp with
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sns in the run up to elections has blunted ldp’s
blade regarding critique of energy policy.
comparative analysis of the economies of the
south and north stream, which also has
diﬃculties primarily because of the increasing
inﬂux of shale gas from the usa, is either not
followed, or is deliberately suppressed in serbia.
the bravest statement that the direct actors of
the political campaign in serbia today can give
against Gazprom in serbia is on the poor
management of the socialist party of serbia
cadre heading the nis enterprise in serbia,
dušan bajatović, which is only a small part of
the mosaic.
the fact that the statistics on both, the scope of
economic cooperation between serbia and
russia, and on the state of the russian
economy, as well as those on the alleged
economic recession of the almost entire west,
are in contrast with reality, should worry the
public, and not nenad popović, dss vice
president and the most agile in promoting this
approach, or anyone else.

one is under the impression that the Eu and the
usa are, despite the abovementioned, still
convinced that whoever wins the elections,
serbia will remain on the course of European
integration. having in mind the developments
in ukraine, bosnia and hercegovina, and even
bulgaria, that have one common characteristic
with the atmosphere in serbia – russian
inﬂuence, this is a lightly assumed position
which the west should review as soon as
possible.

vučič, nikolić, as well as dačić or tadić would
not be the ﬁrst, nor the last externally created
newborn Europeans who would, due to an
increasingly evident conﬂict of ideologies and
governance styles, or money which they
urgently need, thank the west - who aided their
climb to power in tired, transitional states on
the verge of becoming, or have already become,
captured states - and turn to russia. there they
are, azarov, yanukovych and snowden are
already there, or are on their way.
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russia has no problem of democratic or
consensual practice of decision-making as the
west does, no moral dilemmas on the manner
of conducting international relations or
pressure for respecting the rule of law and

human rights, or the obligation of respecting
previously adopted budgets. it operates faster
and makes ﬁnancial and political decisions, as
any totalitarian state that is. hence the greater
for playing on small points, despite not oﬀering
a viable, strategic vision, including also
confrontation with its own problems and
dysfunctionalities, like the west does.

A monument to Soviet soldiers in Soﬁa painted as heroes
of American comic books. Source: Facebook

let us brieﬂy review the very concerning
development of events in ukraine that the west
and serbia can both learn from. the
competence of the just released former
ukrainian prime minister yulia tymoshenko, a
controversial businesswoman favoring cults of
personality and not necessarily the rule of law
and respect for human rights, and her political
allies - who were just placed onto important
posts in ukraine - to resist this sort of russian
magnetism is also questionable. the ﬁrst thing
that freed tymoshenko said on Euromaidan was
that she would love to see yanukovych on trial.
very similar to the promotion of the "nationaltabloid" justice emphasized by vučić. both
ukraine and serbia must do better. with rule of
law and respect of human rights against those
who are corrupted and/or undemocratic.

of course, the current state of aﬀairs in serbia,
and the same goes for bih, ukraine and
bulgaria, can by no means be blamed solely on
the “inert” west or the agile putin’s russia,
which obviously skillfully penetrates in the
space opened by the west too fast. the west,
of course, has its share of responsibility,
including the sometimes overly strong reliance
on individuals who can realize their current
interests such as the normalization of relations
between serbia and kosovo or the preservance
of ukraine and bih as a whole, in the face of
continuous crisis management of the western
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balkans and now ukraine as well, often at the
cost of developing independent institutions and
democratization processes in these countries
which it, otherwise, undoubtedly supports.

the entire region of the western balkans should
be concerned over the lack of reality of people
that many progressive circles look up to, such as
the one demonstrated by the slovenian
philosopher slavoj Žižek, arguing that Edward
snowden and pussy riot, russian girls who
rotted in putin’s prisons which did not prevent
snowden from seeking asylum from moscow,
are part of the same global rebellion. without
a more realistic perception of global events,
both from the right and the left, it will be
diﬃcult for the entire region to choose one
functional political economic course which is
actually
available
–
Euroatlanticism.
unfortunately, neither is the west itself free
from drawing quick conclusions on
developments in the region, and now in
ukraine, without determining the facts, which
demonstrated through tightening progressive
circles to give their unreserved support to the
ukrainian protesters, allegedly because they are
fascists and ultra-nationalists, a spin
systemically spread by oﬃcial moscow.
however, the pendulum is faster to get back in
place in the west than it is here. i warmly
recommend an article by timothy snyder
“fascism, russia, and ukraine”.

the main culprits of the current harsh economic
situation in the region, as well as the foreign
policy confusion, as it must once be said, are the
inert public in these countries. the ones who
refuse to face the wheels of globalization, the

A monument to Soviet soldiers in Soﬁa painted like the
Ukrainian soldier in support of the Ukranian protests
Source: Facebook
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consequences their political decisions had on
the quality of their lives. the citizens who for
more than a decade, in their free environment
and through democratic procedures choose the
political elites. the ones who do not solve the
complicated situations in their countries but use
them for remaining in power - and mainly do
not risk to fundamentally change them, even at
the cost of falling levels of support. the
responsibility of political elites, and the citizens
whom these are mainly the picture of, is greater
in bih and serbia than the responsibility of
those in ukraine, who were only oﬀered
membership in the Eastern partnership by the
Eu, not also the opportunity of full
membership, which is a geopolitical blessing
that many other developing states do not have.
the citizens of ukraine still do not have a
liberalized visa regime with Europe. on the
other hand, russian inﬂuence and interest in
that country are much greater than in the
western balkans. the case of bulgaria which is,
due to russian inﬂuence and despite being an
Eu and nato member, slipping into political
anarchy, caused also by great political apathy as
a predominant reaction to the putinized form of
rule, is also cautionary, which is something that
is rarely talked about in serbia at all.
despite obvious similarities in some aspects, a
debate on the real consequences of the crises
in the mentioned countries, or the possible
solution scenarios that would contribute to the
process of democratization and Europeanization
in them, is not present in serbia (the phrase of
stabilization is deliberately omitted). the
reaction of all serbian state leaders to the
developments in bosnia and herzegovina was
shameful. no one showed interest in peace and
prosperity of bosnia as a whole, and all of its
citizens, or an understanding for the
unquestionable moment of explosive social
unrest.

according to serbian oﬃcials, developments in
bih are primarily orchestrated from the west
with the aim of destabilizing and abolishing the
republic of srpska and have nothing to do with
great unemployment and late salaries, while
corruption and dysfunctionality of the state are
ﬂourishing. interestingly, the same thesis has
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been promoted by all russian state media as
well. the serbian state leadership, as well as the
opposition - if something like that still exists mainly remain deafeningly silent on
developments in ukraine. there is no position
in the corruptness of the ukrainian state
leadership who, in order to conceal its primary
nature and remain on power, recently drastically
reduced some basic rights of citizens, limited
the activities of civil society, and the moved into
a brutal and violent crackdown on protesters, of
which a large majority has legitimate requests
for the ﬁght against corruption above all, and
only then for democratization of the country, its
approximation to the Eu and an end to the
process of putinization. the media controlled by
vučič, or the russian Embassy in serbia, often
share misinformation on the number and
inﬂuence of extremist ukrainian right-wingers
on the wave of rebellion against the yanukovych
regime.

this choice of the serbian state leadership is
obviously a policy aligned with russian politics
in the region, despite the fact that serbia
formally started negotiations with the Eu. the
process of approximation to the Eu also means
adopting the same views as the Eu has, at least
in the ﬁelds where is has a common position.
the key topic of the election campaign should
be the model of managing the country, reform
of the security system and its foreign policy
orientation that is, reaching a ﬁnal decision on
whether serbia is headed towards the political
East or the political west. the opening of
negotiations with the Eu certainly isn’t this, but
it does represent a move in the right direction.
Just like the foreign policy course, the model of
state management in serbia is still undecided
upon.1 for now, putinization prevails which is,
once more, manifested in weak institutions,
dependent media, non-transparent ﬂows of
cEas, regarding the inadequate response of the
serbian state authorities to developments in bih and the
fascinating lack of position regarding developments in
ukraine – does serbia have a coherent foreign policy.
http://ceasavailable
at:
serbia.org/root/index.php/en/announcements/2147-eg
arding-the-inadequate-response-of-the-serbian-stateauthorities-to-developments-in-bih-and-the-fascinatinglack-of-position-regarding-developments-in-ukrainedoes-serbia-have-a-coherent-foreign-policy
1
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money and a complete politicization of the
security system, instead of strengthened
democratic control over it. unfortunately, until
now these topics have not been open in the
campaign, despite the fact that over the last
year and a half, serbia was shaken by aﬀair after
aﬀair, caused precisely by the situation in these
ﬁelds. it is also discouraging that the so-called
opposition politicians fail to understand the
seriousness of the moment in which serbia and
the regions, as well as the entire Eastern Europe
are in. their entire campaign is based on
unbearable vanity and unsettled accounts.

however, the west too could do better and
more in the ﬁght against the growing
putinization in serbia and other mentioned
countries. this primarily refers to Germany. it is
good that the German president Joachim Gauck
noted the need for Germany to assume greater
global responsibility at the recent security
conference in munich. hopefully this refers to
a clearer position towards russia, one that is
more often agreed among partners. Gauck’s
announcement has been very much notices and
welcomed by the usa. it came at a time of a
great debate on whether the usa should
against enter into one post-great war phases
when it licks its own wounds and focuses solely
on internal politics. such a development of
events, in parallel with intentions of nato to
focus primarily on itself in the forthcoming
period, would certainly not be good news for
ukraine or for the western balkans (let’s
concentrate on these areas). the Eu is needed
but is not enough to achieve a success story in
the western balkans and ukraine, and even
bulgaria, such as the one achieved in the czech
republic, republic of slovakia, poland, and
hopefully also hungary in the end. the news
that the economy of the višegrad four together
is now the ﬁfteenth world economy by force
has, unfortunately, been missed in serbia.
Joseph nye is right to demystify the alleged usa
isolationism, saying that the usa should
naturally choose its battles and does not always
have to intervene militarily; however, the
spectrum of peaceful measures that the usa
and the west can generally apply and the
mistakes that they cannot repeat is still big and
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powerful. for it, it is necessary to have the
conﬁdence between the usa and Germany
rebuilt, severely impaired by the snowden
revelations, which ivo daalder point to in his
paper. daalder, perhaps in a slightly arrogant
manner, but rightfully highlights: “the reality is
more complicated. German society, not least
those who for decades lived under the spying
eyes of the East German regime, is especially
sensitive to government surveillance of
individuals. at the same time, technology has
evolved so rapidly that it is diﬃcult to
comprehend the extent to which legitimate
counter-terrorism surveillance now involves
gathering large amounts of data, and how
crucial such gathering is to preventing terrorist
acts. the more we live our lives online the more
we are all vulnerable to surveillance–domestic
as well as foreign, governmental as well as
corporate.”

Ukrainian priest during protests in Kiev. Source: Facebook

Germany must show greater understanding and
give more importance to the recent
negotiations to establish a free trade
agreements between the usa and Eu,
regardless of whether this might, in the shortterm, jeopardize the competitiveness of its
energy sector. balancing with russia is also very
often caused by this regard, at a very high stake
of democratization of ukraine, for example, and
one gets the impression of bih and serbia as
well.

as regards the Eu, the targeted ﬁnancial and
travel sanctions against oﬃcial of the ukrainian
regime suspected for excessive use of force,
adopted as a measure the other day by foreign
ministers of Eu member states, make sense
only if the west becomes more serious in
applying the already existing ﬁnancial
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regulations, as pointed out by transparency
ukraine. were these applied until now,
yanukovych and others would not have the
riches they do. they do not only trade with
russia, and their ﬁnances are most often in tax
havens with which the west still lacks the
strengths to confront. opportunism in
international relations is normal, but it must be
much measured much better and more often.
the Eu’s decision to ban the export of weapons
and police equipment in ukraine is a mere
formality. in ukraine, unfortunately, there are
so much weapons and ammunition that a war
can be waged for a long time, even under a
theoretically ﬁrm embargo, although syria and
bosnia indicate that something of the kind is
impossible to realize. the question of availability
of the same, which bosnia makes us so eerily
reminiscent of, is much more important. hence
the hypocritical note of obama’s recent call to
“both sides” to refrain from using it. this call
was an insult to those who initiated this wave
of discontent primarily with corruption in
ukraine, peacefully demonstrating for days in
the freezing cold.

the western media-political intensiﬁcation of
the logistical problems with which the
organizers of the winter olympics in sochi were
faced with, went too far and seemed more as a
lack of power than a criticism of russia. the
focus was drawn away from what it must
remain on – if russia managed to defend the
olympics from terrorist attack, at what price
was this done, from the procession rights of the
those suspected for terrorism in dagestan, the
rights of their families and fellow citizens, and
further on. now that the olympics are over,
russia will intensify its projects of strangling
democratic processes in the western balkans,
ukraine and even in bulgaria. the power of the
west should be in its ability to create a situation
in which it screws Gazprom’s pipes, at it’s
borders, as a response to russian blackmail and
not to just express concern and impose
ineﬃcient sanctions; to openly ask belgrade,
kiev, sarajevo and soﬁa whether they wish to
go to the East or the west, to choose
putinization as a form of governance or not.
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Sanja Mešanović, M.Sc.

EU COmmON SECURITy AND DEFENSE POLICy
AFTER ThE DECEmBER SUmmIT

Sanja Mešanović

in addition to the lively debate on ways and
possibilities of overcoming the economic crisis,
the year 2013 will for the European union also
be the year of debate about its common
defense policy. the debate was spurred by the
report of the high representative for foreign
aﬀairs and security policy catherine ashton and
the European commission’s communiqué on
possibilities of advancing defense and security
sector, which aimed to prepare the december
debate among prime ministers and
governments, delineate the main priorities,
oﬀer possible solutions and suggest directions
of reform and evolution of the common
security and defense policy. the basic dilemma
was whether this policy meets the needs of the
European union as a potential global player, but
at the time of the economic crisis the defense
industry sector is also interesting from two
other points of view:
• as a potential for economic recovery and
creation of new jobs and
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• as a basis for boosting of defense
capabilities of the European union.

the conclusions of the European council have
shown that there is an interest to advance this
segment of common action, but they are far
from what one could consider a watershed. the
European union has sent a message that the
issue of defense is topical and that it will remain
at the center of attention for a longer time,
because it was announced that its results will be
discussed again in June 2015.

in this paper we will sum up the conclusions by
prime ministers and governments in order to
single out aspects of further development of the
common security and defense policy until the
forthcoming debate and the issues that will be
the main topic of discussion after a year and a
half of measurable progress. the high
representative for foreign aﬀairs and security
policy, the European commission, the European
defense agency and ﬁnally member states were
all given respective concrete assignments.

traditionally, common security and defense
policy is an area of intergovernmental
cooperation, but the december conclusions
have in some ways pronounced the role of the
European commission. the jurisdiction of the
European commission and the possibility of its
contribution have been recognized in terms of
importance of development of a competitive
European defense technological and industrial
base (Edtib) in accordance with the Eu acquis
communautaire and the signiﬁcance of the
support to regional clusters of small- and
medium-sized enterprises in order to ensure
better access to defense markets.

the concrete assignment is to make the road
map for development of industrial standards in
the ﬁeld of defense without copying the
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existing, especially nato standards, by mid
2014, so as to align the needs of member states
and increase interoperability as well as
competitiveness of the industry itself for the
sake of joint appearance on markets of third
countries.

the prime ministers and governments have
emphasized that transparency of public
procurement is one of prerequisites for the
functioning of defense market and for its
competitiveness, maintaining that jurisdiction
of the European commission to monitor
implementation of two directives concerning
public procurement in the ﬁeld of defense
(2009) is especially important.

identifying of domestic and international
security challenges within the areas of
jurisdiction of the European commission, such
as energy security, implies the necessary
synergy of the common security and defense
policy and other policies and the need to
assume a comprehensive approach. this
principle of synergic action is especially
important when spheres of Justice, freedom
and security are concerned i.e. solving the
problem of illegal migration, organized crime
and terrorism.

the European defense agency, founded with
the task to assume a pragmatic, contemporary
and multinational approach in order to provide
solutions for improving defense capabilities, is
becoming increasingly important at the time of
economic crisis and budgetary restrictions. it
was entrusted with two tasks by the end of
2014: to analyze results of common projects
and explore the possibility of expanding
cooperation, especially when projects implying
joint investment in defense capacities –
commonly termed „pooling and sharing“ - are
concerned. furthermore, its task is to make an
adequate framework for more coherent
planning of capacities and capabilities within
the Eu, taking into account the planning process
within nato, as well as processes which unfold
at the national level. the basis for the
development of an adequate framework could
be the already existing capability development
plan.
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the member states are in turn called upon to
show greater transparency and intensify
exchange of information when planning is
concerned, both at the technical and at the
decision-making level, in order to ensure
greater cohesion and avoid overlapping of
capacities. in order words, member states
would be able to choose which projects to
participate in, would pool into bigger or smaller
clusters and develop speciﬁc capabilities and
capacities. it would certainly rationalize
planning at the national level; by advancing joint
capacities, the Eu could to a greater extent
assume responsibility for interventions in its
broader surroundings, while nato, including
the strategic focus of the us, would still be
oriented towards asia and the paciﬁc area
(biscop and coelmont 2013, p. 3).

why does the European union need its
common defense policy? it enables it to have
strategic
autonomy
and
inﬂuence
developments in its broader neighborhood,
jointly with partners or alone and thus to
protect its interests. in order to accomplish
tasks it set for itself as a guarantor of
international peace and security, the union has
to:
• permanently advance its relations and
cooperation with global, transatlantic and
regional partners

• develop its own common security policy
that would complement nato
• advance capabilities and capacities for
rapid reaction, including the rapid
reaction force
• examine and advance a system of
ﬁnancing missions, including the athena
mechanism

• and ensure procedures and rules
facilitating more rapid and ﬂexible
establishment of civilian missions.

although the success of Eu defense policy is not
viewed unambiguously due to the divisions
existing among member states when strategic
issues are concerned, since they frequently cut
to the core of their national identity, it is
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paradoxical that it remains one of the most
dynamic Eu policies in the previous decade.
when we speak about Eu common security
and defense policy, we speak about twelve
civilian missions and four military operations in
which some 7,000 have been engaged. only
during 2013, the European union has begun to
engage in three civilian-military missions in
libya, mali and the central african republic. a
new high representative for foreign aﬀairs and
security policy will submit a report to the
European council and to the new make-up of
the European commission in June 2015. unlike
catherine ashton, who at the beginning of her
term in oﬃce was presented with a task of
building institutions as the lisbon agreement
took eﬀect, and in the second half of her term
in oﬃce was more active at the international
scene, her successor, having assumed oﬃce, will
be faced with a task to put common foreign
and security policy and common security and
defense policy to greater use and make the
European union more visible and eﬃcient as a
global peace and security actor. the facilitating
circumstance which he or she will ﬁnd when
assuming oﬃce is that defense policy is present

and topical and that its achievements as well as
its shortcomings are a topic of discussion, while
its reform and evolution are an object of a
serious consideration.

as an associate member of the Eu, serbia
actively participates in Eu crisis-management
missions and operations. we have recently
written that 16 members of serbian army are
engaged in operation atalanta and ﬁve in
somalia mission. serbia has also expressed its
readiness to participate in the mali mission. it
has recently oﬃcially signed administrative
arrangement with the European defense
agency to open the possibility of further
advancement of defense capacities and
interoperability. however, this will primarily
contribute to further development of military
industry and research as its important segment.
what lies ahead for serbia in the forthcoming
period of further rapprochement to the Eu is to
create a framework and procedures for
development of capacities for participation in
civilian missions. the preparations for this kind
of engagement are practically still in their
infancy.

Literature:

Biscop, S. and Coelmont, J. “Defence: The European
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available
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Tamara Spaić - CEAS INTERVIEW

INTERvIEw wITh mR SAšA RADULOvIć,
OUTgOINg mINISTER OF ECONOmy

Saša Radulović,

Economist, ﬁnancial expert of the Prosecutor’s Oﬃce for
bankruptcy and stock, a licensed Bankruptcy Trustee, a man
of great energy who also worked in starting and running
small and large companies, a longtime blogger, consistently
critical of the predatory partocratic system that erodes the
economy and all segments of Serbian society. He represents
a policy of clean accounts and a socially responsible liberal
economy. An attempt to implement these ideas and reforms
as Minister of Economy in the Government led by the leaders
of the Serbian Progressive Party and the Socialist Party of
Serbia ended with his resignation followed by
unconstitutional dismissal which the government resorted to.

The time is ripe for reforms

the conﬂict of the minister of Economy saša
radulović with the most powerful man in
serbia, the leader of the serbian progressive
party, first deputy prime minister and members
of his cabinet, including the former minister of
finance and Economy mladjan dinkić, started
only two months after radulović entered the
Government, with a plan of deep economic
reforms. in november last year, saša radulović
stopped the harmful and non-transparent
privatizations and bids with foreigners behind
which stood the cabinet oﬃce of the first
deputy prime minister.

in the his interview for the new century, saša
radulović explains his plans and reasons for
engaging in politics in serbia, despite the fact
that, he says, “politics in serbia is mud”, and
attempt to implement the reforms that have
been stopped, but also reveals the background
of the conﬂicts with the first deputy prime
minister.
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the interview took place at the very beginning
of the gathering of people around the coalition
“Enough. restart” (dosta je bilo. restart).

-we have a parasitic system that was built by
political parties over the last ten years and costs
us all a lot. this system is good for those who do
not want work, slackers, party recruitment, and
crony economy. this is a completely distorted
society which has reached a stage at which the
healthy tissue starts to die oﬀ because the
parasite is too big. because of this all, we live
very poorly as a society. the disassembly of that
system is a matter of serbia’s future; of the
future of our children and our own. that is the
goal of the list that we are building. we must
build a healthy society, a healthy economy in
which positive selection is applied, in which the
best lead us. a healthy society modeled on the
most successful ones in the world, which are in
the west.
CEAS: There are plenty of recipes for building
a healthy society, but will and consensus
within society are needed. So far, not a single
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attempt has managed to succeed in doing so
here, and the people who attempted to apply
these were mainly exposed to viliﬁcation in the
media. who are the people that you are
embarking upon this adventure with?

Saša Radulović: the key people who were with
me over the past few months in the ministry.
there is also an entire team of people who do
not want political engagement, because politics
in serbia is a synonym for mud, and people do
not want to go into this mud. we will have to
demonstrate that we are a successful
organization in order to encourage people to
really engage in politics. since the doors of tv
media outlets are closed for us, printed media
slightly less so, the focus of our campaign will
be on the internet, via social networks and in
direct contact with people.

CEAS:There are some contradictions there. You
are entering politics, but you consider it as
mud. The people who support you do not want
to engage in politics?

Saša Radulović: we are entering (politics)
because it is the only way to have things
changed. there is no political will in the parties
to shake the foundations of this faulty system.
in fact, they live by it, racing to enter the system,
and that is why acting through any of the
existing political parties is in our opinion
impossible if we wish to abolish the system for
the privileged and build a healthy society. all
parties seek to neuter its own staﬀ, mainly in
the public sector; how to win contracts, via their
related companies, with public enterprises and
institutions from which the state can share
resources. that is why we have this sort of
elections which are a race of who will be the
coalition partner of the ruling party, and not
elections for ideas and programs.

I encountered resistance
from the very begining
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CEAS: This is a party system and without
parties no program can be implemented, not
even yours. You are completely new to the
political scene, but on the other hand you
believe that no party wants to do what you
stand for. Expectation that your program will
be implemented seems as utopia?

Saša Radulović: it is a process. there are
principles that we will follow in making
coalitions, and these do not exclude anyone
from the other parties. other parties also
support the principles that we stand for
rhetorically, but are simply not ready to do
anything substantial. for example, the
abolitions of party recruitment, positive
selection, transparency…
CEAS:The principles that you mention are part
of the de-partization program signed by
almost all parties during the election campaign
in 2012. We have not seen any of these
applied.

Saša Radulović: it is one thing to market-speak
about reforms, and completely another to
implement something like that. we have not
even scratched the surface, but as you have
seen, where we started abolishing this party
system, where i have, as minister of Economy
introduced some order concerning companies
in restructuring and ended some privileges, i
encountered resistance. we have to ﬁght for the
establishment of a new system and we will be
open for cooperation with all who accept these
principles. i look at it all in long-term. these
elections are not the target. they are a chance
to maintain discussions on what we have done
over the last ﬁve months in the public and focus
on the next elections in the long-terms, when
we will be stronger.

CEAS:Who supports you, aside from the people
who are your immediate associates from the
Ministry?

Saša Radulović: we have a lot of support
among economists for a new economic policy
and focus on the domestic economy, and by this
i do not mean just the companies that are
owned by serbian citizens, but all that are
registered in serbia, pay their taxes here and
employ people. polls suggest that this support
on some issues is even over 80 percent. for
example, regarding the reduction of taxes on
labor. we also received signiﬁcant support from
the citizens for the reforms we have
implemented. according to a survey in
december, nearly 60 percent of people
supported the amendments to the labor law.
70 percent supported the abolition of subsidies
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to both foreign and domestic losers. 75 percent
of citizens supported the reduction of taxes on
labor. we believe that there is a signiﬁcant
reform capacity among citizens. people
understand that this is it, that the business
economic policies we had in the last ten years
failed completely, and that a new course is
needed. based on this we have embarked on
what we are doing now.

regarding support from abroad, we had great
support from the world bank for all reforms,
because they recognized that the reforms were
genuine, and not for marketing purposes, that
we really embarked upon introducing order into
companies in restructuring. we have 24, 000
union organizations in the public sector, and this
is an entire industry of privileges. the healthy
society maintains faulty systems in which
people do not even come to work, have some
business of their own on the side and this has
turned into a lifestyle. this is useful for the
ruling political parties because they have an
entire system of dependent people. however, in
companies that are restructuring, there are a
greater number of people who would like for
the companies to begin to function, the ﬁrms to
stand on healthy feet, for some work to start.
however, the parasites are much louder.
i think that the ruling party has no answers to
the challenges that lie ahead of serbia,
especially the economic ones. it is obvious that
the preservance of the parasitic system is much
more important to them than reforms which
could have been implemented and which they
have stopped. i believe that already next year
the space will open for all of this that we are
talking about.

CEAS:Have you tried to enter any of the
coalitions or agree on participation on the lists
of any existing parties, since there is very little
time left until the elections?

Saša Radulović: there were no talks with
anybody about any coalitions. Everything that
showed up in the media about this is pure
fabrication and part of the mud into which we
are sinking. if you make the media dependent
on the state, then the state has mechanisms to
control it, and so it does. the greatest controller
of the media is the first deputy prime minister’s
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cabinet. the general tabloidization of the media
and all serious topics in serbia discourages
people from trying to do anything. this is also
the reason why credible people do not want to
enter politics. you have to expect that they will
immediately drag you through the media mud
and that that is an inevitable part of entering
politics.

CEAS: The U.S. Ambassador to Serbia recently
assessed that the situation with the media is
not that bad. It seems that the SNS leader
enjoys strong support of foreigners. Serbia had
its Government formed in an Ambassador’s
Cabinet more than once. In your opinion, what
is the role of the foreign factor on changes in
power or retention of the existing system?

Saša Radulović: it does play a certain role, but
not a crucial one. still, we are the ones who
need to change our society. it will not be
changed by the Eu or the u.s. to them, it is, of
course, important that we have stability, good
regional cooperation, that we have a
sustainable economic system, a this is what we
do not have, which is the reason for increased
attention of the world bank and the imf. but no
more than that. they are not there to impose
something upon us and i think that they should
not pressure us any more in order for us to do
something that needs to be done.

Dragging through the media mud

CEAS: Speaking of the media, you personally
felt the terrible machinery of the production of
lies aimed at destroying your integrity, and
thus at minimizing the importance and validity
that you proposed. The media really published
anything, from reports on chauﬀeurs refusing
to drive you, to lies about your minor daughter.
Was there one center from which everything
was orchestrated?

Saša Radulović: the tabloids are edited from
the cabinet of the most powerful man in the
country. the dragging of people in the way
tabloids do here is unbearable. then there is the
inﬂuence over who appears on television. for
example, i had serious problems following my
resignation, to publicly speak about the reasons
for the resignation. i could not appear any
television.
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respect of the law, good legal solutions… the
system should be amended step by step, law by
law, institution by institution. over the last ﬁve
months we have shown that this is possible. we
have introduced order in some institutions, such
as the agency for privatization, siepa.
CEAS: You have abolished the Agency for
Foreign Investment Siepa?

CEAS: How many votes do you think you will
win in the elections? What if you fail to cross
the census and your votes are wasted, that is,
directly help your greatest political “enemy”,
the strongest party – the Serbian Progressive
Party?

Saša Radulović: our enemy is the parasitic
system and this is what we attack. along with
those who support it, and at this moment, it is
aleksandar vučić, leader of the sns. our
strategy is long-term. of course it is possible
that we will not cross the census. we are
ﬁghting to achieve a goal and get into
parliament. this is our goal for these elections.
in the long run, we are working on is the future
of serbia. we have principles which we will not
override. votes will not be wasted.

we are building something new and we will see
how able we will be in articulating this key
message, but i believe the time is ripe for a
change, that people feel that this is it. we will
do our best to reach that goal. reactions from
citizens are extremity positive and we believe
we will manage. it is not easy. we started
building the organization only last week and we
are having diﬃculties, but this is a good
opportunity to have our message sent to the
public, to be strong enough and to have the
public support us.

CEAS: What is the recipe for establishing a
healthy system?
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Saša Radulović: the only way to solve the
problem in which serbia is, is to insist on the
institutions of the system, homely behavior,
transparency, departure from the party state
and turning towards professional people who
should be appointed to leadership positions,

Saša Radulović: we did not, it was intended for
abolishment, but we did not abolish the work
that the institution carries out – attracting
foreign investment and export promotion.
organizationally, the agency should have
ceased to exist, but part of its work would be
carried out by other institutions. order was
introduced in institutions in the sense that
people ﬁnally began working on what they
really should, to have export promotion really
taking place, not having an institution that only
serves to employ party cadres, have contracts
for the production of panels awarded in a nontransparent manner, for hanging out at fairs, for
marketing. this is the crony economy in which
employees receive a net salary of 130, 000
dinars, give 60, 000 to the party piggy bank, and
are left with 70, 000. this is the system which
we have successfully dismantled in siepa over
the past months. the system can, of course,
again be rebuilt if there is no political will to
maintain it.
CEAS: The former Minister of Finance and
Economy and URS leader Mladjan Dinkić states
the goal of reviving Siepa in the election
campaign?

Saša Radulović: he is part of the first deputy
prime minister’s cabinet, so i believe he is
familiar with the plans of the cabinet.

Recepies for recovery

CEAS: Institutions over whose functioning you
confronted URS leader include the
Development Fund. Mladjan Dinkić claims that
there is a lot of money in the Fund that you
have blocked, even though many businessmen
are pleading for money?

Saša Radulović: the fund is precisely an
example of the system of privileges on which
everyone builds their story. when you hear such
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statements it means that the money y goes
rights to speciﬁc people who are accountable to
parties. this is a completely wrong way to
support the economy. the state does not have
a money warehouse from which it can share.
Each month, the state has to take from the
serbian citizens, the taxpayers, in order to give
someone else. the question is what the damage
is when you take a dinar from someone and
whether it is greater than the beneﬁt of giving
it to someone else. we have an answer to this
question because, over the last six, seven years,
we have lost 300, 000 jobs; there is a reduced
economic activity thanks to the system of
subsidies and allocating state money. we think
this is the wrong way to stimulate the economy.
the economy should primarily be stimulated in
two ways: ﬁrst is regulatory reform, which
reduces bureaucracy and burdening of the
economy and the other is reducing the tax
burden, especially on labor. when you do that,
then everyone gets a non-discretionary
“subsidy”, and you make each company,
especially those that employ a lot of people,
competitive. in the long run, this is the best way
of helping the economy. citizens see the results
of the failed model of which the former minister
of finance and Economy speaks. it is a
disastrously wrong policy which has brought us
to here. i believe serbia needs to go in a
completely diﬀerent direction.
CEAS: What are the principles on which you
will insist in case you enter a coalition?
Disassembly of the party state, the best in
leadership positions in the state and
businesses, clear accounts and transparent
business, what else?

Saša Radulović: a key part is also reducing state
involvement in the economic system. the job of
the state is regulation and market supervision.
this is the part that we are doing so badly in.
inspection services are not doing their job, the
agricultural inspection, labor inspection
especially… when we say we have a surplus of
employees in the public sector, which does not
mean that there is a surplus everywhere. we
have a shortage of people in the inspection
services, as well as a shortage of doctors in
some areas, but we also have a surplus of
administrative staﬀ and a massive surplus in the
public sector.
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CEAS: It is often said that we have a shortage
of skilled people?

Saša Radulović: the problem lies in negative
selection. those who are experts cannot come
to the fore because progress is made on other
criteria. however, we have lost a large number
of skilled people over the past twenty years,
who have gone abroad and managed very well.
this speaks of the capacity of society. we must
understand that we are not smarter or dumber
that other people, nor more pretty or ugly.
there are a great number of smart, capable,
diligent people within our country. what makes
us, as an unsuccessful society, diﬀerent from
successful ones is the system which is wrongly
set and which encourages negative selection.
people are wrong when they say: if only the
minds of the people changed, we would be
much better oﬀ. it is not a matter of minds at
all; it is a matter of the system. if you take any
serbian citizen and place him/her within an
organized society, he/she will begin to function
perfectly within seven days. therefore, the
problem does not lie in people’s minds. people
behave rationally in a failed system that
surrounds us and, naturally, seek the best way
to get the most for themselves and their family.

CEAS: The impression in the public is that you
advocate harsh liberalism which will lead to
mass layoﬀs, 200 Euros pensions, loss of
healthcare and social security… are you an
enemy of trade unions and dialogue with
them?

Saša Radulović: that is part of the media mud
in which we are perishing, where attempts are
made at creating public opinion and discrediting
ideas through untruths and partial information.
we advocate a strong system of social
protection, where each family that is socially
that is socially vulnerable and has no minimum
income should receive aid from the budget
which would at this point amount to 9, 000
dinars per family, plus another 5, 000 per each
family member. thus a family of three should
have a minimum of 25, 000, a family of four 30,
000 dinars. that is the living minimum. we
believe that every socially responsible, humane
society must ensure such a system of protection
for people who cannot work or have not found
their way in the conditions of transition.
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furthermore, health insurance is a
constitutional right, and all citizens must have
health insurance regardless of whether their
healthcare card is validated or not. it is the job
of the state and the irs to collect taxes from
ﬁrms, and it is not the employee’s job to pay
attention to whether the employer has paid the
contributions. Education, primary and
secondary, should also be free for all citizens.
when we say free, we do not only mean that
admission should be free, but also that
textbooks, notebooks and pencils should be
free.

CEAS: You describe conditions that can only be
present in wealthy, stable countries. We are far
from it.
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Saša Radulović: if you want a well regulated
state, a socially responsible state, you must have
a strong market economy, based on the private
sector. if we were to abolish the existing system
we would have the money to pay for everything.
i say this as someone who has, for the past ten
years, dealt with the analysis of this system. i
know that it is possible, even at this level of the
economy, to make a good social protection
system. but what isn’t? a good social protection
system is possible along with 20 percent surplus
labor in the public sector. because when you
have surplus labor in the public sector, it is like
a deluxe welfare, because you receive a higher
salary than the one that can be obtained in the
private sector, and on top of that you do
nothing. you cannot have a good system of
social protection and a crony economy where
public enterprises sign harmful contracts with
private ﬁrms which are directly related to
political parties at the same time. you cannot
have a system that subsidizes kindergartens that
people with jeeps bring their children to. you
cannot have a development fund that holds
two billion Euros which is obtained through
various ﬁrms. you must introduce order, and if
you do so, you will get a good system of social
protection. when you establish a healthy
system you will have the money for everything
that needs to be paid, and pensions can grow,
and the total economic activity can increase, the
private sector begins to function, and even this
tax reform can be carried out, as well as
reduction of taxes on labor. this doesn’t take
years.

An opportunity not to be missed

CEAS: What led you to believe that the
Government is really willing to implement
reforms?

Saša Radulović: for years i have been writing
about what needs to be done in serbia, for ﬁve
or six years i have been writing about this in my
blog for b92, and i have covered all of these
topics several times. when the opportunity
came and aleksandar vučić invited me to
cooperate and accepted a list of things that i
have proposed to do, i used this opportunity. it
is an opportunity that i would not miss. Even
now, if i look back, i would have done the same,
because i believe it to be in the interest of the
society. it turned out that the oﬀer was
insincere, that the ruling and all other parties
are more interested in rhetoric and marketing,
and not the least interested in dismantling the
system. despite this, we have managed to
achieve signiﬁcant things. we have introduced
complete transparency in the functioning of the
ministry of Economy. you have information on
the implementation of the budget of the
ministry of Economy and exactly which private
of legal entity the money went to, available on
the ministry’s website.
we introduced order into the privatization
agency, made it into an institution of the
system, and prevented harmful and predatory
activities such as the “vršac vineyards” and
“prva petoletka”. we introduced order in siepa,
stopped the extraction of money via related
companies, and eliminated subsidizing. we
have saved four and a half billion dinars (40
million Euros) of the budget. for 2014 we have
drafted a new budget, eliminated subsidizing,
allocated funds for a healthy mechanism of
reducing interest rates in the banking system
through a guaranteed fund, made a plan for
creating a venture capital industry in serbia that
should help innovation and entrepreneurs with
new ideas and technologies… we did the basic
things. no secret contracts were signed; we
prevented all possible eﬀorts for such things to
happen. the minister has not distributed any
money to anyone because a transparent system
preventing this from happening has been built.
we have stopped the wasting of money from
the development fund and, in parallel,
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introduced a great deal of responsibility into
companies undergoing restructuring, ﬁrst
through the creation of id cards, lists of assets,
determination of enterprise value and drafting
of business plans for 2014. the development
fund was supposed to ﬁnance part of the
business plans for 2014. and these are the laws
that the Government dissolved upon. the
decision to go to elections killed the prepared
reforms, with great harm for all of those
companies in restructuring, for the budget, and
for society and a whole.

CEAS: During your time in Oﬃce, the
agreement between JAT and Etihad came into
force. What do you know about it and whose
interests are in the background?

Saša Radulović: that contract was signed
before i entered the Government. it was drafted
by the former minister of finance and Economy,
just like contracts with subsidies. i entered the
Government with an idea that such things will
not be done anymore. in the explanation of my
resignation i said that this contract is harmful. i
will not speak of the detail of the contract
because it is still marked as conﬁdential. i asked
for all contracts to be made public. the motives
for signing are always the same, just like the
ones behind the “vršac vineyards”. i have said
what i had to say in the criminal charges that
were ﬁled and i will not go any further than
that.

the basic principle that should prevail is that
each contract signed by the state with anyone,
should be a public document, publicly
displayed. if we have partners in the world who
want their contracts to remain a secret, then
they should ﬁnd another country with which
they will sign such contracts. in serbia there are
laws that stipulate that contracts are
information of public importance and should be
available to the public. it is obvious, however,
that the former minister of finance and
Economy is not alone and that the ruling
coalition parties think in the same way, hence
we have the belgrade on water. this is also nontransparent business which cannot be good.
capital projects cannot be done like this.

CEAS: The contract with “Fiat” is also secret,
yet oﬃcials have for years now pointed out
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that “Fiat” is the best thing that ever happened
to us because, among other things, exports
from Serbia increased?

Saša Radulović: maybe it would not be seen
that was had the contract been published,
maybe everyone would have saw it diﬀerently.
the question is what and how much money
have we invested in that project and what have
we gained in return. the question of whether
you could have used that money in a better way
is one that always arises in economy. one of the
ﬁrst lessons that should be learnt is that
resources are scarce and that you need the
optimal mechanisms for resource allocation.

CEAS: In the explanation of your resignation
you criticized the way in which this year’s
budget was made, among other things,
because it included ﬁctious revenue of three
billion Euros from the United Arab Emirates. It
is somewhat eye-catching that in various cases
of announced investment or lending the one
and the same number appears – three billion.
That is what the Arab investment in
agricultural land should have amounted to,
that is also the amount of credit which we did
not get from the Arabs, and for the Belgrade
on Water project the famous three billion is
mentioned again. What’s the trick?

Saša Radulović: the budget is unrealistic and
frivolous in the part in which it is planned that
we will obtain three billion Euros from the
arabs. there are no documents to support this.
the entire policy of consolidation is also
completely missed because we are again raising
taxes and reducing public spending. this can
only produce the same results which we had a
year ago, when the same measures were
applied. the result was a billion Euros less than
planned in the budget, and the budget was
additionally missed by three hundred million
through rebalancing, after which we embarked
upon a new four billion of debt used to ﬁnance
the deﬁcit. i was against this program, but this
approach was adopted by the Government. it is
frivolous. why similar ﬁgures appear in other
contracts i cannot say, because i have not seen
them. what i have seen is, for example, al
dahra’s contract regarding agricultural land
which we did not allow because it was the same
case of a secret contract and non-transparent
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completion of the deal as in the case of the
“vršac vineyards”, where economic indicators,
viability and market value are not determined
and everything works on the principle of
agreement.

and everywhere in between there are some
consulting ﬁrms that take commission. this is
certainly not the way to do business. according
to the new law on privatization and the
accompanying law on bankruptcy, such things
will no longer be possible. this is one of the
main reasons why, under the cover of the labor
law, a key part of reforms has been stopped,
and those are the two laws which should have
brought order into companies in restructuring.
by the way, that agricultural land that was to be
purchased is from a company in restructuring.

CEAS: The Law on Privatization and the Law on
Bankruptcy are in parliamentary procedure,
and the SNS leader Aleksandar Vučić claims
they will be adopted. This is also one of the
main arguments based on which Aleksandar
Vučić claims that reforms have not been
stopped and that you, on the contrary, are the
one who disappointed him and started
engaging in politics.
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Saša Radulović: the disappointment is quite the
opposite. i was disappointed by his capacity and
desire to change anything. not only does he lack
reform capacity, he is not up to the job that he
does. this applies not only to him, but to the
whole range of leaders. time will show what the
truth is. what i have realized is that they all
believe in non-institutional action and decisionmaking. so, the system does not matter, the
laws do not matter, they make decisions
however they like. for instance, on January 20
a meeting attended by the prime minister, the
first deputy prime minister, representatives of
two trade unions and one representative of
employers was held. it was an informal meeting
of ﬁve people in which decisions were made on
reform legislation. that is completely noninstitutional decision-making. first, despite the
fact that the two most powerful men in the
Government were present, it was not a
government session. there are procedures in
Government decision-making. as of this day we
still do not have a formal Government decision
on this. on the other hand, they said it was a

meeting of the social Economic council
collegium, and there exists is no such body.
there is a social Economic council of which i am
a member. decisions are reached by consensus
meaning no such decision has been made. the
disregard for laws and institutions has reached
its peak following my resignation. under the
constitution, after the resignation the prime
minister could have forwarded the text of my
resignation to the parliament and have the
parliament acknowledge the resignation and
quit my mandate at its next session. instead of
that, and regardless of what the constitution
prescribes, a Government session has been
scheduled at which the parliament was
dissolved. the Government adopted a technical
mandate after which the technical prime
minister decided to dismiss me even after my
resignation.

following my dismissal someone was appointed
to take over jurisdiction of the minister of
Economy which also does not exist in the law
or the constitution, and i have remained as
minister of Economy. they did not know how to
call the man who took over the ministerial
jurisdictions so they came up with the term
coordinator. i still have the title minister of
Economy and i am still a member of the
Government because the parliament never
acknowledged my resignation or accepted the
request for dismissal. we are constantly moving
outside of the law.
CEAS: What will be the fate of the reform
legislation that you proposed?

Saša Radulović: one of the conditions of the
world bank was to have these laws adopted,
but they also said that they will not approve a
new loan of 250 million dollars if elections take
place because they do not want to help the
parties in power in their electoral race with this
money. this was a known fact already in
december. since the first deputy prime
minister knew that there will be no money if he
schedules elections, these laws were not
important. but from a marketing point of view,
it was important that he shows that he still
wants these laws.
for instance, had the laws passed, the director
of rtb bor would no longer be able to hold this
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position because he would no longer have the
protection of political parties. now we see that
he is representing sns in bor which clearly
shows the extent of aleksandar vučić’s reform
capacity regarding introducing order into
companies in restructuring. the parties in
power will not give up of the whole chaos
because only in it are they capable of work,
fostering all of their staﬀ and maintaining a large
political machinery. if you follow social
networks, you know that party recruitment is at
a catastrophic level in the public sector, it has
become completely ridiculous. people know
that.

CEAS: The Minister of Finance, Lazar Krstić, at
one point came out with information that over
the last couple of months 1,800 people were
employed in the public sector on a monthly
basis. He said this as if he was a member of a
non-governmental organization, not a member
of the Government in whose jurisdiction is this
sector.

Saša Radulović: messages that there are
problems in the public sector, but that nothing
is being done, are constantly sent. mechanisms
for prevention exist. for example, after the
ministry of Economy ﬁled remarks regarding all
business plans of public enterprises for 2014
and asked for order, what happened is that they
stopped sending these business plans to us for
approval. thus, for example, the ﬁnancial plan
of the serbian post was adopted without the
ministry of Economy being informed that there
even exists such a plan.

CEAS: Immediately after publication of the
explanation for your resignation on the
Ministry of Economy’s website, requests
stemmed, through party press, from the SNS
for launching a criminal investigation into the
“criminal acts” that you have allegedly
committed, and soon the media started to talk
about your illegal engagement in Hipo Bank,
astronomical fees… This is a classic example of
intimidation.

Saša Radulović: there was this before.
remember the articles about chauﬀeurs, about
the bankruptcy trustee, my fantastic earnings,
about me being a foreign spy… it started much
earlier, at the moment when conﬂicts within the
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Government became stronger. it culminated
with a story about my minor daughter that is
not true. they knew it was not true. it was
released on the orders coming from the first
deputy prime minister’s cabinet, and every
possibility for further communication, as far as
i am concerned, ended. no further discussion
was possible.

Reforms in a year

CEAS: Did they frighten you? Because the goal
of all of this was to frighten you.

Saša Radulović: had they frightened my i would
not be doing what i am doing now, as minister,
i would not have stopped all contracts which
they did not want to be signed. that is the mud
into which they are trying to drag everyone, so
that everyone looks the same. and they are
achieving this eﬀect among the voters. people
generally don’t believe in this, but it is enough
to arouse suspicion. in this was they are actually
maintaining the system and preventing anyone
who wants to change something from entering
the political battle. because everyone knows
what awaits them.
CEAS: State institutions are very weak and
under political inﬂuence. Do you fear that you
could be arrested?

Saša Radulović: not at all. i have worked for the
prosecutor’s oﬃce and the police over the past
ﬁve years. i work as an expert in bankruptcy and
the stock market; i have worked on some of the
biggest cases, for example, the 24 privatizations.
those things that are talked about have nothing
to do with the truth.

CEAS: Has anyone, in the past few years, been
arrested without cause? The opposition claims
that many arrests of its members are, in fact,
political persecution.

Saša Radulović: i cannot speak about that
because i have worked on some cases and all of
them involved commercial crime. there is an
aspect of political criminalization, it is a fact.
when you conduct proceedings through the
media it indicates that there is. at the same
time, that does not mean that there was no
commercial crime in many of those cases. a
much greater problem is selectivity, some are
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processed, and others are not, depending on
the change in power. it happens a lot. the
judiciary is a major problem in the country,
especially in evaluating the quality of the work
of prosecutors and judges. we have reformed
everything, but we constantly fail to determine
this part – what is the evaluation criterion.
another problem is the inconsistency of judicial
practice; you cannot arrive at two diametrically
opposite judgments on the same factual
situation, depending on who the parties in the
process are. this is the cancer of our judiciary.
solutions are not complicated, hot water has
been invented, but there is no will to implement
the solutions.
CEAS: The recent tumultuous protests in Bosnia
and Herzegovina were rebellion and a reaction
of people squeezed by the parasitic system of
bureaucracy and a system that has developed
by deranged form. Do you think that such a
rebellion is possible in Serbia?

Saša Radulović: bih is in a worse position than
serbia, especially the federations which has a
bureaucratic system reaching the levels of
absurdity. they have an example of a system
which exists in serbia, but i believe it is all at a
higher level, that it has reached a cracking point.
people feel that they are living poorly, serbia is
not on that level yet. the problems are similar.
whether we end up like bih, or pull out of this
mud depends on the results of these elections.
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the phenomenon of failed states persisting for
years is not unknown of in the world. however,
the question is not whether it is possible to
maintain such a failed state. our question
should be – whether we can change. i believe
we can. serious reforms and change of key links
in the system requires one year. instead of quick
implementation of key reforms and then work
on bringing the system to life, we have a
revolution that is still ongoing. in essence we do
not change anything, nothing happens, i
constantly speak about reforms, we irritate
citizens to the point at which they cringe as
soon as they hear the word, because they know
it means nothing. for we have not implemented
a single reform.

CEAS: Serbia always lacked a clear foreign
policy strategy which is very important for the
economy. Do you think the time has ﬁnally
come to adopt a strategic direction towards
the West, instead of the four vague pillars on
which Serbia rests in its foreign policy and nontransparent energy agreements with the
Russians, such as the one on NIS and the South
Stream, or the Arabs?

Saša Radulović: serbia should ﬁrst choose itself.
the russians are not the problem, but the lack
of transparency of the contract. there is no
problem in having our market open to russia,
belarus or chine, as well as the western
countries, but it must operate based on
transparent, clear terms, to have everyone
invited and given equal access. this protects
serbia’s interests. the strategic path towards
the Eu and the values that exist in the Eu is the
best. regional cooperation is also very
important and this is the path that we have
embarked upon. throughout this journey we
must take care of our interests, because what
type of society we build depends solely on us.
we should strive to create an ordered society,
and the ordered societies are in the west.

CEAS: In the recent past we had reforms such
as Ante marković, Dragoslav Avramović, milan
Panić, who ran into the political ﬁeld from the
economic sphere and failed. Do you see any
similarities and are you learning from their
mistakes?

Saša Radulović: we are trying. we cannot know
whether we have learned and whether enough
can be learnt from what happened to them until
we see for ourselves. there are similarities and
i think we have recognized the key levers that
need to be changed and for the public to see.
the reaction of those who were threatened by
our actions such so great that it shows we have
really stabbed in the hornet’s nest. that is what
ante marković and the other reformers did. in
part, we have analyzed those cases and it seems
that one thing is repeated in all: at certain
points they made compromises which later cost
them, and at certain moments they failed to
recognize the opportunity that is open, moving
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in fairly mildly to grab it. when you miss, you
pay the price in the end. we will not make
compromises on principles. these are possible
only in concrete solutions, such as the
compromise
reached
with
union
representatives regarding the labor law, one
day before my resignation. there is also a desire
to discuss with all stakeholders in society, but
not with parasites on maintaining the parasitic
system. our motto is “if not us, who?” and “if
not now, when?”.
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the relationship between serbia and russia has
been forged by shared traits in history, culture
and religion. this has also determined the
perception of serbian-russian cooperation by
other actors in international relations. between
the East and the west, as a „buﬀer state“ in the
cold war, sfry - of which serbia was a part –
disintegrated after the end of the cold war,
parallel to the disappearance of the bipolar
global power division between the two blocs.
Europe was uniting, but conditioned by internal
conﬂict at the territory of former yugoslavia, the
west has come to see serbia through russia. a
part of serbian population still feels close
proximity to russia, which, along with the
proclaimed military neutrality, has created an
impression that serbia was standing between
European union and nato on the one hand and
Eurasian Economic union and the collective

security treaty organization (csto)1 on the
other, even though it had opened membership
negotiations with the European union (on
January 21, 2014) and is a member of the nato
programme „partnership for peace“ (since
2006).
the parliamentary delegation of serbia was admitted
to the parliamentary assembly of the collective security
treaty organization (csto) as an observer on april 12,
2013. as a founder of regional security organizations in
the Eurasian space, russia has established militarytechnical and military-economic cooperation with states
of the former ussr (belarus, kazakhstan, armenia,
kyrgyzstan, tajikistan) within the collective security
treaty organization (1992). such cooperation implies
border safety, common training of staﬀ and their
advancement in the security-military area and ﬁght
against terrorism. the aim of this organization is also to
participate autonomously or with other states or
international organizations in the system of collective
security of Europe, establish and develop equal
partnership relations with nato and other militarypolitical organizations and regional structures in order
to preserve peace.
1
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the declaration on strategic partnership
between serbia and russia2 was signed in sochi
on may 24, 2013. there are several reasons for
signing it:
1. political, namely russian support to
serbia’s attempts to preserve its
sovereignty and territorial integrity i.e. its
refusal to recognize the unilaterally
proclaimed independence of kosovo and
metohija (declared on february 17, 2008);
2. Economic,
namely
cooperation
manifested in the concluded agreements
pertaining to trade and energy and building
of the „south stream“ gas pipeline through
serbia (september 24, 2013);
3. security, namely the building of serbianrussian humanitarian centre for
Extraordinary situations in niš (2011) the
aim of which is to provide accommodation
for some 2,000 people in case of
emergency situations occurring primarily in
serbia but also in other parts of the balkans
or in the Eu member states.3

the strategic partnership between serbia and russia
is based on shared democratic values, principles of
sovereignty, equality and territorial integrity of states,
peaceful conﬂict resolution, mutual respect and beneﬁt,
non-interference in internal aﬀairs and the obligation of
states not to strengthen their own security at the
expense of others. the goal of the partnership is to raise
the relations between the two states at the highest
possible level, simultaneously strengthening close and
dynamic bilateral cooperation including in the
international arena and cooperation within the un and
other international organizations and eﬀorts to preserve
peace and security in Europe. the strategic partnership
covers also bilateral trade-economic cooperation,
increase of investments, cooperation in the ﬁeld of
transport and transport infrastructure, energy and
realization of joint projects in the ﬁeld of oil and gas,
cooperation of interior ministries in the ﬁght against
organized crime, terrorism and drug traﬃcking,
cooperation of defense ministries and armed forces,
scientiﬁc-technical and industrial-technical cooperation
and cooperation in the ﬁeld of education and culture,
prevention of extraordinary situations and eliminating
of their consequences.
3
the serbian-russian humanitarian center in niš sent
to slovenia (on february 8, 2014) ﬁve diesel generator
sets and mobile electricity power plants in order to
assist the population to overcome the consequences of
the electricity collapse due to the icy rain and
weatherstorms. in summer 2012 a russian airplane
(berijev b 200) and a helicopter (kamov k-32) were
engaged in the campaign to extinguish the ﬁres due to
the drought in serbia and were accommodated at the
center for Extraordinary situations in niš.
2
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to what extent is such cooperation between
serbia and russia compatible with the main
foreign policy priority of serbia, namely the
membership in the Eu? is it economic
cooperation which prevails in this strategic
partnership, especially given the fact of the
eruption of the global economic crisis and the
fact that russia was the fourth foreign trade
partner of serbia in 2013 with the 7.2% export
share and 9% of import share? these are the
questions we will try to answer in this paper,
using document analysis and statistical data
which pertain to the balance of trade between
the two countries, as well as the comparative
method to assess energy cooperation with
russia as compared to the energy obligations
ensuing from the partnership with the Eu, along
with case study analysis of possible ramiﬁcation
of serbia’s cooperation with the Eu and russia
and the alliances it is heading.

Balance of trade between
Serbia and Russia

serbia and russia have institutionalized their
bilateral economic relations by signing several
key agreements. the most important one is the
free trade agreement between fr yugoslavia
and the russian federation signed in august
2000, under which around 99% of products are
free of customs in mutual trade if the clause
concerning 51% of the product’s domestic
origin has been met (51% ad valorem). the list
of products excludes passenger vehicles, but car
parts, trucks, busses and agricultural tractors
may be exported in the amount of 1% customs
rate. the free trade has been aﬃrmed in the
protocol on Expanding the free trade
agreement between the fry and the russian
federation, which the governments of the
republic of serbia and the russian federation
signed on July 22, 2011 in belgrade. the
protocol introduces liberalization of mutual
trade for all kinds of carpets and ﬂoor coverings,
furniture, cash registers, monitors and
projectors, television sets, starch, glucose and
syrups.
among the most important agreements is the
one signed between the Government of the
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republic of serbia and the Government of the
city of moscow, enabling broad cooperation in
industry and traﬃc, trade, construction
industry, opening of a common business
information and trade center, banking, tourism,
mutual relations between chambers of
commerce, exhibition activities, health care and
joint ventures of small- and medium-sized
enterprises. during the oﬃcial visit of the then
prime minister and the current russian
president vladimir putin on march 23, 2011
several agreements were signed, namely an
agreement on road traﬃc facilitating turnover
of passengers and goods between the two
countries, an agreement on scientiﬁc-technical
cooperation, an agreement on cooperation in
the area of tourism, an agreement on
cooperation between the city of belgrade and
the russian electricity and other energy holding
company „interrao“ in order to advance heat
generation sector of the city of belgrade, an
agreement on founding a joint stock company
between serbian pharmaceutical company
„Galenika“ and a russian pharmaceutical
agency. the concluded bilateral agreements, as
well as protocols and other legal documents
have created a legal framework for the dynamic
development of cooperation between the two
countries.4
the constant feature of the trade between the
two countries is the serbian trade deﬁcit, mostly
due to the import of energy-generating
products from russia, totaling 60 to 80%.5

until the onset of the economic crisis in 2008,
there has been a noticeable tendency of growth
of both import and export, but they began to
there are several agreements strengthening trade
relations between the two countries which are being
prepared, namely an agreement between the
Government of the republic of serbia and the
Government of the russian federation on mutual
protection of rights over the results of intellectual work
used and obtained in the process of bilateral militarytechnical cooperation; an agreement on air traﬃc; an
agreement on cooperation in the area of railway traﬃc;
an agreement in the area of naval traﬃc; an agreement
on cooperation in the area of road infrastructure.
5
source: serbian chamber of commerce, information
on foreign trade republic of serbia – russian
federation, february 4, 2014, http://www.pks.rs
4
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fall already in 2009. an important increase of
serbian export of around 55% compared to
2009 occurred in 2010. in 2011 the export from
serbia recorded a growth of around 49%. the
total balance of trade between serbia and
russia reached 2 billion 719.3 million dollars
(2.719.3 million dollars) in 2012, which is a
decrease of around 21% compared to 2011. the
export from serbia equaled around 9.5% and its
par value was 871.4 million dollars. the import
decreased some 30.7% with the par value of 1
billion and 847.9 million dollars (1,847.9 million
dollars). the trade deﬁcit of serbia equaled
976.5 million dollars (energy-generating
products make 57% of total serbian import from
russia, but excluding them, serbia has a trade
surplus of some 77 million dollars). russia was
the ﬁfth export partner of serbia in 2012 with a
share of some 7.6% and its second import
partner with a share of some 10.2 %. the export
substitution for import was some 47%.
yEAR

1990
1991
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

EXPORT

ImPORT

TOTAL

BALANCE

823.0

675.7

1,498.7

+147.3

1,197.1
156.3
176.3
152.1
72.9
85.7
79.5
90.7

1,063.4
214.8
439.5
520.8
211.2
304.7
664.9
777.2

2,260.5
371.1

-263.2

284.1

-138.3

672.9
390.4
744.4
867.9

126.6

1,023.3

1,149.9

2005

225.8

1,655.7

1,881.5

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

157.7
314.1
451.5
553.0
349.8
534.7
795.7

871.400

1,065.154

1,401.1
2,142.8
2,625.9
3,488.7
1,982.9
2,157.1
2,665.9

1,847.900
1,969.257

-58.5

615.8

2003
2004

+133.7

-368.7
-219.0
-585.4
-686.5
-896.7

1,558.8

-1,243.4

2,456.9

-1,828.7

3,077.4
4,041.7
2,332.7

-1,429.9
-2,174.4
-2,935.7
-1,633.1

2,691.8

- 1,622.4

2,719.300

- 976.5

3,461.6

3,034.411

- 1,870.2
- 904.103

Table 1: Balance of trade between Republic of Serbia and
the Russian Federation (in million USD$)
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in 2013 the total commercial trade between
serbia and russia equaled 3 billion and 34.4
million dollars (3,034.4 million dollars), which
represents a growth of 11.6% compared to
2012. the export from serbia has scored a
record high with the growth of 22.2% and its par
value equaled 1 billion and 65.2 million dollars
(1,065.2 million dollars). the import decreased
but then recorded a signiﬁcant increase in the
last quarter, which overall represents a growth
of around 6.6% with the par value of 1 billion
969.3 million dollars (1,969.3 million dollars).
serbia’s trade deﬁcit with russia equaled 904
million dollars. russia was serbia’s fourth export
partner with a share of around 7.2% and the
third import partner with a share of 9%. the
export substitution for import was 54%.
the most common products exported to the
russian market include: fruit and vegetables,
non-ferrous metals, various ﬁnished products,
electrical machines, appliances and devices,
medical and pharmaceutical products, as well
as synthetic rubber products. the import from
russia traditionally includes energy sources, oil
and gas, as well as non-ferrous metals and
fertilizers.6

the greatest exporting companies are: valy
limited valjevo, tarkett limited bačka palanka,
hemofarm shareholding vršac, Grundfos
manufacturing, fbc shareholding majdanpek,
tigar tyres limited pirot, impol sEval
shareholding sevojno, kablovi shareholding
Jagodina undergoing restructuring, copper mill
sevojno shareholding sevojno and sintelon rs
limited bačka palanka.
the greatest importing companies from russia
are: nis (petroleum industry of serbia) joint

russia disposes with rich reserves of ores and minerals:
oil and gas, lignite and ﬂame coal, peat, iron ore, copper,
lead, zinc, aluminum, tin, chromium, tungsten, nickel,
manganese, platinum, gold, silver, diamonds, asbestos,
phosphates; hydro-energy potential and vast spaces
under forest. in 2011 russia became the world leader
in the production of oil and the second largest global
producer of natural gas. it owns the greatest world
reserves of this energy source, while its coal reserves
are the second in the world and it is eight in the world
in terms of crude oil reserves. it is one of the leading
exporters of metal such as iron and aluminum.

6
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stock company novi sad, public enterprise
srbiJaGas novi sad, impol seval joint stock
company sevojno, fbc joint stock company
majdanpek, copper mill joint stock company
sevojno, promist limited novi sad, tigar tyres
limited
pirot,
steel
manufacturing
conglomerate smederevo, unifert limited
belgrade and agrofert limited novi sad.

Free Trade Agreement with Russia and
the Stabilization and Association Agreement with the EU – pro et contra
the free trade agreement with the russian
federation makes serbia particularly attractive
for foreign investors and producers because it is
the only country outside the commonwealth of
independent states which enjoys the beneﬁts
of free trade with russia. the products
produced in serbia or the prevailing value of
which was added in serbia is considered to be
of serbian origin and is eligible for the 1%
customs rate payment regime upon entering
the russian market.

a part of the general public and political parties
in serbia consider that „the free trade
agreement with the russian federation is the
biggest competitive advantage of serbia over
other countries in Europe because it increases
possibilities of export, luring of foreign
investment and opening of new jobs... serbia
should give up eﬀorts to join the European
union and declare political neutrality instead,
since it is the best way to preserve the
extraordinary political and economic relations
with russia.“7 these parts of political and
general public in serbia are at the same time
critical of the stabilization and association
agreement (saa) with the Eu signed on april
28, 2008, entering into force on september 1,
2013 having been ratiﬁed by all Eu member
states. this agreement enables to a signatory
state free trade access to some or all markets
within the Eu (industrial goods, agricultural
products), ﬁnancial and technical assistance, in
turn, a signatory state expresses its
see: nenad popović, political neutrality and Economy,
belgrade: slobodan Jovanović fund, 2014.

7
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commitment to implement political, economic,
trade and human rights-related reforms.

by signing this agreement, serbia pledged to
begin harmonization which will gradually
encompass
all
elements
of
acquis
communautaire until the end of the transition
period deﬁned under article 8 of the saa i.e.
until the expiry of the period of six years in areas
of vital importance for functioning of the free
trade regime established with the Eu. these
areas are speciﬁed under chapter 6 of the saa
pertaining to harmonization of legislation and
implementation
of
competition-related
legislation and rules and they are vital for the
functioning of the Eu single market,
encompassing rules on the protection of
competition and control of state aid, protection
of intellectual, industrial and commercial
property, award of public procurement
contracts, standardization and approximation of
technical regulations, consumer protection.
Each of these areas represents one of 35
negotiation chapters, which each country must
open and close before it can become a full
member of the Eu.
in the early stage, harmonization focuses on
basic elements of acquis communautaire
pertaining to: the single market, the judiciary,
freedom and security and other trade-related
areas. in the second stage, serbia must focus on
remaining parts of acquis communautaire. in
order to meet its obligations under saa, serbia
has adopted-adopted the national programme
of integration into the European union (nip
2007) which lists all obligations under saa
which serbia must fulﬁll as well as all chapters
of the Eu law.
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as of January 1 2014 the import of products
(made of leather, paper and cardboard, shoes,
ceramics, glass and products made of glass, iron
and steel and their products, cooper and its
products, aluminum and its products, electrical
machines and equipment, motocultivator and
tractors, new and used passenger and freight
vehicles, bicycles, weapons and ammunition, as
well as furniture) has been fully liberalized,
while certain customs levels have been kept for

the most sensitive agricultural products
(sunﬂower and soya oil, cigarettes, sugar, meat
and meat products, powder milk, cheeses, eggs,
honey, corn, wheat ﬂour, various fruits and
vegetables and other products). furthermore,
on the basis of saa as of January 1, 2017, the
Eu citizens will be able to buy agricultural
property in serbia without restrictions.

the saa is mostly criticized for contributing to
the decrease of budgetary revenues due to
abolishment of customs for goods originating
from the Eu (in the course of unilateral saa
implementation).

the free trade agreement with russia is
unambiguously positive as a framework of trade
with this country (especially since it refers to the
majority of vital industrial products, with small
number of exceptions and annual charges).8
however it should not be viewed in the political
context of European integration in which serbia
has achieved a high level of institutional
approximation with the Eu and has begun
accession negotiations. the export into the Eu
makes 60% of total export of serbia, which
makes the Eu an important economic partner.
in 2013, italy was the ﬁrst foreign trade partner
(cooperation with fiat), accompanied by
Germany which used to be number one some
years before. serbia is geographically closer to
the part of Europe which is already a part of the
Eu, given that it borders with hungary,
romania, bulgaria and croatia, facilitating trade
(e.g. transport of goods). for serbia the most
important thing is to maintain the dynamics of
the Eu negotiation process, which implies
continuation of democratic reforms of society
and economic recovery, eﬀecting the country’s
priority goal of achieving Eu membership and
thus bringing a part of its history to a close. the
cooperation with other countries, primarily the
rising powers i.e. the brics countries and the
usa, is compatible with this priority.
russia is ready to support all initiatives which
contribute to the development of russian-serbian
relations, not only in terms of politics and economy, but
also in spheres of culture, science, education and
spirituality, and one such project is the renovation of the
russian necropolis in belgrade
8
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mARKET

TRADE REgImE

stabilization and
EuropEan union association
aGrEEmEnt (saa)
GEnEralizEd
usa
systEm
of
prEfErEncEs

NUmBER OF
INhABITANTS

507,890,191
317,495,000

russia, bElarus, frEE
tradE
kazakhstan
aGrEEmEnt

177,254,573

frEE
tradE
aGrEEmEnt

21, 907,354

cEfta
Efta
turkEy
TOTAL

frEE
tradE
aGrEEmEnt
frEE
tradE
aGrEEmEnt

13, 389,956
76,667,864
1,083,259,142

Table 2:Economic markets with which Serbia cooperates)

ThE „SOUTh STREAm“ AND
ThE EUROPEAN ENERgy COmmUNITy –
COmPLEmENTARy OR COmPETINg?

the most visible aspect of economic relations
between serbia and russia is cooperation in the
ﬁeld of energy and building of the gas pipeline
„south stream“ through serbia.

the „south stream“ is the russian project of
providing natural gas supplies to western part
of Europe through a pipeline 2853 kilometers
long passing under the black sea and through
turkish territorial waters to reach bulgaria and
serbia, with two pipe branches leading to
bosnia and herzegovina and croatia. the gas
pipeline is envisaged to pass from serbia
through hungary, slovenia, austria to reach
italy. the pipeline has a capacity to transfer as
much as 63 billion cubic meters of natural gas a
year. the „south stream“ gas pipeline is
envisaged to be in operation by the end of 2015.

the main partners in the „south stream“
project are the russian Gazprom neft, the
biggest italian oil company Eni (20% of shares),
German wintershall basf (15%) and french Edf
(15%). russia has signed intergovernmental
agreements with six Eu member states, namely
bulgaria (on January 18, 2008), hungary
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(february 28, 2008), Greece (april 29, 2008),
slovenia (november 14, 2009), croatia (march
2, 2010), austria (april 24, 2010) and serbia
(January 25, 2008), which is not an Eu member
but is a member of the European Energy
community.

the building of the 400 kilometers long „south
stream“ pipeline section through serbia is a part
of an agreement on oil and natural gas signed
by former presidents of serbia and russia, boris
tadić and dimitry medvedev in moscow on
december 24, 2008. under this agreement,
Gazprom neft owns 51% of shares of the
petroleum industry of serbia (nis) in exchange
for 400 million Euros in cash and 550 million
Euros of pledged investment. the pipeline
construction works through serbia are
estimated to be worth some 1.7 billion Euros
and this obligation is assumed by Gazprom.
russia is supposed to ensure this money from
transit fees once they start coming. the
construction of the „south stream“ pipeline
began on november 24, 2013 when the ﬁrst
joint was welded in the vicinity of šajkaši village
near novi sad. this will provide a competitive
advantage for serbia and aﬀect its signiﬁcance
in the future European energy security
framework, which is why the „south stream“
gas pipeline has been declared a project of
national importance.9

however, in december 2013 the European
commission declared that bilateral agreements
on construction of the „south stream“
concluded between russia and other European
countries represent a breach of the Eu law,
because they are not in accordance with the
third Energy package of the Eu, making it
necessary to re-negotiate them. all the
contracting parties to the „south stream“
agreement have agreed that the commission
should be their representative in aligning
bilateral agreements with the Eu law. if six Eu
countries decide to continue with the
construction of the gas pipeline without having
reached a legal solution approved by the
European commission, it is very likely that they
would face charges for the breach of the
see: “strategy of developmental Energy sector of
serbia until 2015”, http://www.srbija.gov.rs

9
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procedure and court trials before the EcJ.
nevertheless, European commissioner for
Energy Guenther oettinger has emphasized that
the European commission is not against the
„south stream“ project and that it perceives it
as „an important supplement to our panEuropean network.“

the agreement under the European Energy
community was established was signed in
athens on october 25, 2005 and entered into
force on July 1, 2006. it marked the beginning
of the process of creating an energy community
between south East European countries and the
Eu so as to extend the Eu internal energy
market to the region of southeast Europe.
serbia has acceded to the European Energy
community on august 9, 2006. the goal of the
Energy community is to establish a common
regulatory framework for the energy market. it
covers the ﬁelds of energy, environment and
development of a competitive energy market.
the agreement has been amended several
times and now pertains to legal regulation of
security of supply, energy eﬃciency, oil,
renewable energy and statistics. the third
Energy package, which entered into force on
september 3, 2011, has been implemented
along those lines.
The Third Energy Package

the purpose of the third Energy package is to
establish a single electricity and natural gas
market in the Eu, ensuring the lowest prices
along with the standards of services and
security of energy supply that meet the highest
standard.

the novelties brought about by the third Energy
package are:

1. strengthening the role and area of
jurisdiction of national regulatory bodies;

2. Establishing new Eu bodies with clearly
speciﬁed roles for the single electricity and
natural gas Eu market;
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3. ownership unbundling, which mandates
separation of companies’ generation and
sale operations from their transmission
networks, the merging of which would
beneﬁt a vertical integrated subject;

4. the possibility that consumers can
switch to an another supplier within three
weeks and ensuring relevant consumption
data.

regarding bilateral agreements signed with
russia on constructing the „south stream,“ the
European commission has singled out three
main issues for re-negotiation:
1. the rule of the „unbundled“ ownership
– which means that Gazprom which is both
the producer and the supplier cannot
simultaneously own the production
capacities and the transmission network
i.e. own the pipeline;

2. non-discriminatory approach of third
partners to the pipeline – which means
that Gazprom does not have an exclusive
right to be the only transmitter;

3. the tariﬀ structure – which means free
forming of prices.

consequently, the third Energy package
prohibits producers to own transmission
facilities such as pipelines. Gazprom is also
under Eu investigation in order to ascertain
whether it has breached competition
regulations by tying gas prices to the oil prices.
the European oﬃcials have warned that in
accordance with European standards, Gazprom
will have to allow other gas producers to access
the „south stream“ pipeline.

the European commissioner for Energy
Guenther oettinger has sent a letter to the
russian Energy minister alexander novak,
explaining the situation and asking him to view
positively a possibility of re-negotiation of
agreements with the contracting parties to the
agreement.10

the russia’s Eu ambassador vladimir chizov,
speaking to a public gathering in brussels (on
January 13, 2014), said that his country would
not negotiate with the European commission
on the annulment or termination of validity of
intergovernmental agreements pertaining to
the construction of the „south stream.“
Gazprom and russian oﬃcials have clearly
stated that they have no intention to stop the
Euractv, http://www.euractiv.com , december 5,
2013
10
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building of the „south stream“ gas pipeline.
namely,
russia
maintains
that
intergovernmental agreements are valid under
international law, which takes precedence over
the Eu law. during the russia-Eu summit
(January 28, 2014), the main topic of discussion
was Eu energy market regulations promoting
competition, which are perceived as
discriminatory of the russian state-owned
company Gazprom in the eyes of the russian
side. russia demands exclusion of the „south
stream“ from the third Energy package,
proposing instead to conclude a special bilateral
agreement regulating the basic principles of
cross-border energy infrastructure. to that end,
russia has submitted to the Eu a document
with such a proposal. insisting on the
observance of the third Energy package, the Eu
sends a message to russia that if it wants to be
present at the Eu market it has to obey its rules.

serbia is obliged to fully implement the third
Energy package as of 2015, namely to adopt
new European regulations in the ﬁeld of energy.
the preparations to amend the law on Energy
in line with these changes are under way. the
valid law on Energy enacted in 2011
incorporates the second Energy package and
parts of the third package which do not imply
major organizational changes or major
investments.

serbia is the only contracting party to the
„south stream“ project which is not an Eu
member state, so this issue can be posed as a
signiﬁcant one in membership negotiations with
the Eu. the acceptance of the Eu’s ﬁnal decision
regarding the validity of „south stream“
agreements could prove to be a test for serbia’s
economic relations with russia.

Given that the step between energy and politics
is small, it is precisely the „south stream“ gas
pipeline which has started new round of
questions regarding serbia true interests to join
the Euro-atlantic integration process and
membership in nato or its potential interest to
re-orient itself towards Eurasian integration
processes envisaged to be completed by 2015.
an additional impetus to this dilemma has been
provided by the latest events in ukraine, its
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change of heart regarding the signing of the
stabilization and association agreement with
the European union and its decision to focus
instead on economic cooperation with russia,
including an invitation by russia for ukraine to
join the customs union of russia, belarus and
kazakhstan.

EURASIAN ECONOmIC ALLIANCE AND EU
„EASTERN PARTNERShIP“ – LESSONS
FROm ThE UKRANIAN CASE

after the break-up of the ussr, russia
underwent signiﬁcant changes due to a shift
from a command economy to the market
economy. Economic reforms have resulted in
privatization of a major part of the industry,
except energy and defense sectors. the total
russian foreign trade in 1991 was 95.4 billion
dollars (export was 50.9 billion dollars and
import 44.5 billion dollars) but in 1997 it
reached 155 billion dollars (export was 87.4
billion dollars and import was 67.6 billion
dollars).11 following the russian ﬁnancial crisis
(in 1998) and president vladimir putin’s rise to
power, annual economic growth was 7% on
average, which led to an increase of income,
pensions and the living standard, which was
suﬃcient to qualify russia for the membership
in the group of rising economic powers brics.
however, the global economic crisis (2008) has
hit the russian economy, the price of oil has
fallen at the global market and foreign loans on
which russian banks and companies had relied
have run dry. the renewed growth of the oil
price has uplifted the economy, so the Gdp in
2012 reached 3.4% and an increase of industrial
production was 3.1%. the Gdp per inhabitant
was 15,500 dollars, the unemployment rate
5.5% and the inﬂation 5.1%.12
russia-Export-import, Economy and statistics of
foreign trade, http://www.rusimpex.ru Jan. 27, 2014.
12
the basic export articles from russia in 2012 were
fresh and frozen ﬁsh, iron, gold, coal, crude oil, oil
derivatives, natural gas, electricity (19.1 billion dollars).
the basic import products in russia in 2012 were fresh
and frozen meat, butter, lemons, wheat, sunﬂower and
seed oil, sugar, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages,
medicines, textile and knitting. source: federal state
statistics
service
(rosstat),
http://gks.ru/free_doc/doc13_eng.pdf
11
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russia has adopted a policy of ﬂexible foreign
currency exchange, including the ﬂexible oil
price so as to be able to respond in case of
disturbances at the foreign markets. it has
acceded to the world trade organization in
2012, reducing trade barriers for foreign goods
and services in russia, while simultaneously
facilitating opening of foreign markets for
russian goods and services. however, the
instability of the russian economy is reﬂected
in the growth rate below 1.5% annually, which
is lower than the growth rate of the world
economy as a whole, despite traditionally high
oil price. in the long term, challenges for russia
are a lack of the labor force, corruption and
insuﬃcient investment in infrastructure
(although signiﬁcant infrastructural objects have
been built due to 2014 winter olympics in sochi
in which 50 billion dollars were invested).

at the same time, russia has found the way to
strengthen economic ties with countries of the
former ussr. it has done so by establishing the
customs union with belarus and kazakhstan (on
January 1, 2010), which is supposed to expand
into a new economic bloc, namely the Eurasian
Economic community (January 1, 2015), with
russia as the leader. due to its geostrategic
position, ukraine represents the most
important potential member of the Eurasian
Economic community. the uniting of parts of
the former ussr is an attempt by russia to
provide a counterbalance to the European
union and china and represents an important
security aspect that would aﬃrm its position in
international relations.
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the Eurasian Economic community has
challenged the policy of the Eu „Eastern
partnership.“ this programme of developing
cooperation with republics of the former ussr
was launched in may 2009 in an intention to
support democratic and market reforms in six
countries of Eastern Europe and southern
caucasus – armenia, azerbaijan, belarus,
Georgia, moldova and ukraine (a market of a
total of 75 million inhabitants). to meet its aims,
the Eu has set aside around 2.5 billion Euros for
the 2010-2013 period, which was spent on
promoting creation of democratic state
institutions,
environmental
protection,
industrial reforms, energy security and ﬁght

against poverty. the programme oﬀers closer
economic integration of these states with the
Eu (facilitated access of their companies to the
Eu market, easing of import and export
restrictions) and greater mobility of their
citizens in Eu countries, with the introduction
of a visa-free regime as the ﬁnal goal. in turn,
these countries are supposed to fulﬁll certain
conditions (ﬁght against corruption, organized
crime, human traﬃcking, drug traﬃcking and
arms smuggling).

if Eurasian Economic community project is
realized, it would mean that these countries
which are simultaneously participants of the Eu
„Eastern partnership“ programme would be
forced to change their priorities. the European
union is worried about ﬁnancial resources it
had invested in the „Eastern partnership“
countries, as well as about possible loss of
inﬂuence in this part of the continent.

ukraine has become „the missing link in the
European union Eastern partnership,“ showing
that a new situation has been created in which
European values have lost the battle in
aftermath of the economic crisis, given that
ukraine opted for russia, wherefrom greater
ﬁnancial resources than from the Eu had come.
namely, ukrainian president viktor yanukovych
refused (in november 2013) to sign the
stabilization and association agreement with
the European union and signed an agreement
with russia instead, under which ukraine
obtained 15 billion dollars loan and purchase of
the russian gas at the price of 286.5 dollars per
1000 cubic meters, although the price
previously paid by ukraine was 400 dollars.13 it

such a relationship towards the European union could
be copied to the relationship of ukraine towards nato.
the accession of ukraine and Georgia to nato was
„frozen“ at the nato summit in bucharest (april 2008),
when Germany and france opposed the accession of
ukraine and Georgia to the membership action plan as
a precursor to the full-ﬂedged membership, not wanting
to upset the Eu’s strategic relations with russia and
especially energy relations. this was particularly
important at the moment when russia was already
asked to accept the important consequences of the
unilaterally recognized independence of kosovo
(february 17, 2008) and building of an anti-missile
shield. the issue of the membership of ukraine and
Georgia to nato has almost been swept oﬀ the agenda
after the conﬂict in Georgia in 2008 and the secession
of abkhazia and ossetia.
13
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has caused riots of the pro-European part of the
population, which demands that the country
return to the democratic path of the Eu.

on the other hand, the building of the „south
stream“ gas pipeline represents a geostrategic
pressure on ukraine, because it was left out of
the route of the new pipeline, which passes
below the black sea through territorial waters
of turkey. this was also the case with the „north
stream“ gas pipeline which passes from russia
to Germany by going underwater in the north
sea. russia and the Eu, having learned the
lesson from the russian-ukrainian crisis in 2006
and 2009 and the dispute with poland, wanted
to avoid the use of the „transukraine“ and
„družba“ pipelines,14 thereby reducing the
importance of ukrainian pipeline and the price
of ukrainian gas, which could be one of the
reasons for the country’s rapprochement to
russia.

the Eurasian Economic community led by
russia is seen by a part of the serbian public as
an alternative to cooperation and membership
in the Eu and a possible way out of the
economic crisis. the justiﬁcation is found in the
fact that leading Eu member states have found
their way out of the economic crisis by
cooperating with eastern countries (Germany
reoriented its export to markets of russia and
kazakhstan, poland, italy and belgium have
increased their export to russia). serbia has
signed free trade agreements with countries of
the customs union of belarus, kazakhstan and
russia. the area of 170 million people opens a
possibility of development of trade, agricultural,
industrial
and
infrastructure-related
cooperation, although it requires greater
production capacities which serbia lacks in
order to be competitive at foreign markets.
there is a possibility of direct investment of
countries belonging to the customs union to
serbia. it should be emphasized that with
serbia’s accession to the Eu, which also
represents a customs union, the free trade
agreement with russia would be annulled,
nevenka Jeftić šarčević and Edita stojić karanović,
„Energy sources – one of the pillars of geopolitical
power of russia,“ međunarodni problemi vol. lXv, no.
4/2013, belgrade

14
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however the agreement which regulates the
relations between the Eu and russia would take
eﬀect. the bilateral economic cooperation
between serbia and russia is mutually
beneﬁcial and should advance in line with
serbia’s European perspective and recently
aﬃrmed strategic character of the partnership
between russia and the Eu.

CONCLUSION

the contemporary framework of traditional
friendship between serbia and russia consists
of economic relations between the two
countries. its special quality is reﬂected in the
free trade agreement with russia, under which
the goods of the serbian origin are subject to
the 1% customs rate regime upon entering the
russian market. this agreement also regulates
cooperation in the ﬁeld of energy, especially
since 2008 when the russian oil company
Gazprom neft bought 51% of shares of the
petroleum industry of serbia (nis), continuing
with the construction of the russian-italian
„south stream“ gas pipeline through serbia
(november 24, 2013). this has signiﬁcantly
increased the russian inﬂuence over serbia’s
foreign policy and its position in Europe.

serbia and six Eu member states which have
signed the agreement with russia on the
building of the „south stream“ are challenged
for possible breach of the third Energy package
of the Eu, provisions of which pertain to the
russian company Gazprom and its
competitiveness at the Eu market. a mutual
agreement between the Eu and russia is
expected to be reached, but this case has
underscored the possibility of appearance of
similar problems in bilateral economic
cooperation of serbia with third countries,
which could be a condition in the process of Eu
membership negotiations.

the global economic and ﬁnancial crisis, for
which no-one knows how long it will last, makes
stronger regional liaoning of states mandatory.
serbia has possibilities to cooperate with
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regional Eurasian economic community
(commodity exchange), but also with regional
security community (military-technical and
military-economic cooperation, especially
advancement and training of staﬀ similar to the
nato programme „partnership for peace“).

therefore, there is economic justiﬁcation for a
broader integrating. however, the European
perspective of serbia, aﬃrmed with the onset
of Eu membership negotiations (on January 21,
2014) should remain serbia’s foreign policy and
economic priority in the framework of which
economic cooperation with russia should go on.
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Antonio Missiroli, Director of the European Union Institute for Security Studies EUISS

EUROPEAN DEFENSE – TO BE CONTINUED*

Antonio Missiroli is Director of the European Union
Institute for Security Studies EUISS. Previously, he was
Adviser at the Bureau of European Policy Advisers (BEPA)
of the European Commission, in charge of European
dialogue/outreach (relations with think tanks and research
centers across the Union and beyond) and publications
fifteen years after the franco-british st malo
declaration, ten after the release of the
European security strategy, and five after the
review of its implementation and the last
discussion on defense matters among the Eu
heads of state and government, the European
council has just brought to a (preliminary)
conclusion a policy debate that was long
overdue. considering the current unfavorable
political context – one of fiscal austerity and
budgetary cuts, turmoil in the union’s
neighborhood (and beyond), and military
intervention fatigue in Europe and the wider
‘west’ – the text agreed by the Eu leaders on
19 december can be considered a major step
forward, also because it indicates a way
forward, with explicit deadlines and
responsibilities for reviewing, researching, and
reporting. Eu citizens, officials in brussels and
the capitals, as well as our allies and partners,
will not have to wait another lustrum for the
next milestone in the development of the
common security and defense policy (csdp).

indeed, the conclusions of the summit start
with a section on csdp. the dedicated nine
* the article was originally published by the European
union institute for security studies Euiss in december
2013. cEas has the author’s permission for publishing
this article in the new century.
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pages released halfway through the European
council meeting may disappoint those who
expected either a big leap for-ward in terms of
political ambition or a series of specific and
quantified decisions to be implemented right
away. and although the final text does not
constitute a revolution in (Eu) military affairs, it
is full of encouragements, calls for
improvement, commitments to explore and
reinforce, and invitations to re-examine,
propose, and prepare. again, given the context,
the amount of tasking and scheduling enshrined
in the conclusions gives reason for hope. in
other words, the process not only trumps the
out-come: it is the outcome – and those who
followed the year-long debate and preparation
of the summit, ever since herman van rompuy
took the risk to put defense on the agenda,
know that even this follow-up process was not
a foregone conclusion.

In the pipeline

the European council has openly endorsed
ongoing projects carried out ‘by member states
supported by the European defense agency’
such as the further development of drones
(including the establishment of a ‘users
community’ and progress on regulation), air-to-
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air
refueling
capabilities,
satellite
communication (involving also the European
space agency), and cyber capacity (more
training,
exercises,
and
civil/military
cooperation). it has also set a timetable for
delivering on specific policy initiatives: the Eu
maritime security strategy is to be finalized by
June 2014 (and the ensuing action plans
elaborated on immediately afterwards), and a
new Eu cyber defense policy framework is to
be prepared over the next 12 months.

the conclusions have also set some broad
parameters for ‘rapidly’ reviewing common
rules and procedures for csdp, be it the funding
of military operations (including the revision of
the existing athEna mechanism) or the
recruitment and deployment of personnel for
civilian missions. indeed, the body of strict
regulations that has progressively taken shape
over the past decade is now showing its
limitations, acting at times as a constraining or
even debilitating factor when mobilizing the
necessary (human and financial) resources.
adjusting such regulations in light of the
experience gained so far and setting better
incentives and more flexible modalities for
common action does not necessarily require
treaty change and can be done on a purely
functional basis. in this respect, french
president françois hollande highlighted a need
– for a fairer sharing of the financial burden of
operations – which experts in the field had
identified already some time ago and recent
experience has made even more acute: the high
representative is now tasked to report on
possible options.
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moreover, the conclusions invite the member
states to increase transparency and
information-sharing in defense planning, with a
view to “greater convergence of capability
needs and timelines” and inviting the high
representative and the Eda to propose an
appropriate policy framework by the end of
2014 ‘in full coherence with existing nato
planning processes’. this may well fall short of
the recurrent demand for a European ‘white
book’ but still represents a première for the
union, especially at this level of political
responsibility.

by the same token, the European council
encourages exploring new incentives and
innovative approaches to transnational
cooperation in the field of defense capabilities,
including ‘non market-distorting fiscal measures
in accordance with existing European law’ (an
echo of the recent debate on the possible
recourse to vat reductions). it also supports the
setting up of a preparatory action on csdprelated research in the area of dual-use
technologies – another première, especially for
the European commission – while the Eda will
prepare a roadmap for the development of
defense industrial standards by mid-2014.

this being said, the text is short on details and
specifics on how exactly to review current
procedures and launch new schemes. its final
version seems to have been slimmed down
significantly in terms of contents and
commitments, thus becoming more of an
enabling than a prescriptive set of conclusions.
yet its language allows for the opening of more
concrete, results-oriented discussions before
the next rendezvous, set for June 2015.

finally, in at least three areas, the European
council has gone well beyond the boundaries of
csdp as we know it – and defense policy proper.
following up on the work done by the Eu
foreign ministers last october, the heads of state
and government have called for greater
cooperation in order to tackle energy security
challenges – some elements of which are likely
to feed the next European council meeting in
february devoted to energy policy.

the summit participants have also endorsed the
creation of better synergies “between csdp and
freedom/security/Justice actors to tackle
horizontal issues such as illegal immigration,
organized crime and terrorism”, and supporting
third states and regions to help them improve
border management. although these are all
issues that may not top the traditional
diplomatic agenda – and potentially challenge
the established boundaries between pol-icy
communities and administrations – they may
come to represent defining elements of the
union’s collective external action in the years to
come.
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last but certainly not least, on the basis of the
hr/vp’s preparatory report on defense from
last september, the heads of state and
government have invited ‘the high
representative, in close cooperation with the
commission, to assess the impact of changes in
the global environment and to report to the
council in the course of 2015 on the challenges
and opportunities arising for the union,
following consultations with the member
states.’ for those following the intellectual and
political debate over whether to revisit the 2003
European security strategy, pursue a unified
European Global strategy, or insist on separate,
more targeted strategies – split along regional
(sahel, horn of africa) and functional (cyber,
maritime security) lines – this wording sounds
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very much like a mandate to launch a collective
conversation on this – yet again, without
predetermining its outcome. a mandate,
however, that will likely be relayed to the next
team of Eu decision-makers to be appointed in
2014.

all these issues and tasks will shape the work of
Eu institutions and agencies in the months to
come (including that of the Euiss). the summit
had to manage great expectations – and deliver
guidelines for the future – at a very critical
juncture. can its outcome be considered a
turning point for European defense? only the
process will tell.
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sac & cEpi

SERBIA’S RELATIONS wITh NATO:
ThE OThER (QUIETER) gAmE IN TOwN

the central European policy
institute is a new regional thinktank established in bratislava in
2012 by the slovak atlantic
commission. it links the top
research
institutions
and
experts from across central
Europe. cEpi is devoted to
improving the quality of the
region’s contributions to the Eu
and nato debates on the main
challenges of today. we believe
that central Europe should take
on more responsibility in the Eu
and nato for issues ranging
from the economic crisis to
energy and security.

while all eyes are set on the
formal opening of the Eu
membership talks with serbia
on 21 January 2014, this policy
brief explores the prospects for
belgrade’s closer cooperation
with nato. while the Eu’s
accession process is the force
majeure dominating current
political
and
economic
development in the western
balkans, the regional security
architecture is still based on
nato. Eu and nato integration
are still considered as mutually
reinforcing processes. the main
focus in serbia has shifted to
“soft security” issues such as
rule of law, justice affairs and
fight against corruption, where
the Eu is in the driving seat.

nato’s continuous engagement
in the region has been vital for
substantial progress in defence
reforms, regional cooperation
among national armed forces,
and the increasing degree of
security ownership among
balkan countries. this applies,
above all, to serbia and kosovo.
their april 2013 agreement
opened the door to the
integration of the serb-
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dominated northern part of
kosovo
under
pristina’s
jurisdiction - a huge step
forward for regional peace and
security. brokered by Eu high
representative
catherine
ashton, it has also indirectly
strengthened the nato’s role
(through its kfor mission) to
provide overall security on the
ground as this historic deal is
being implemented. in fact,
belgrade’s
leadership
specifically requested kfor’s
involvement, as it deems it is
the only military protection of
the kosovo serbs. by this, kfor
has become security guarantor
of the april agreement. serbia
strongly objects to kfor phaseout plans and hopes that nato
will stay engaged there in a long
term.

what does it all mean for
serbia’s relations with the
alliance? what are the realistic
prospects to intensify their
practical cooperation and
political relationship this year?
to what extent is it linked with
serbia’s accession talks with the
Eu?
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Partners, not enemies anymore

serbia is certainly the most complicated but also
one of the most relevant nato partners in the
region. it is the only balkan country which is
neither a nato member nor interested in
becoming one in the near future. officially,
belgrade’s declared goal is military neutrality.

serbia’s relations with nato have been
continuously haunted by the legacy of the nato
bombing campaign against serbia in 1999 over
kosovo. the alliance is still hugely unpopular in
the country 1. this puts a limit on the serbian
politicians’ ability to publicly acknowledge the
real extent and character of the country’s
evolving partnership with nato.
on the other hand, as the largest and centrally
located balkan country with the largest
professional army in the western balkans,
serbia needs to work closely with nato to
protect its interests, modernise its armed
forces, and to increase its international profile
as a reliable partner and security provider.
another crucial factor is geography: all of
serbia’s neighbours are either nato members
(hungary, romania, bulgaria, croatia) or aspire
to join the alliance in the near future
(montenegro, macedonia, bosnia and
herzegovina). belgrade even supports the nato
membership bids of its three neighbours, and
seeks the inter-operability of its defence
systems with those of nato members and
candidates.

in 2006, serbia joined the partnership for peace
programme (pfp) becoming a nato’s partner
country. belgrade thus gained access to a
number of nato committees as well as to its
programmes, and became eligible to get
support from a range of nato funds. it has also
joined the planning and review process (parp),
according to ipsos data, only 13% of serbian
population supports the idea of serbia joining nato. it
is mostly supported by young people under 30, and by
men more than women. see more at:
http://www.bezbednost.org/bcspnews/5212/serbianato-time-is-ripe-for-a-change-in.s
html#sthash.ue1mupdv.dpuf
1
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which is the basic tool within the pfp through
which the partners can reform their armed
forces, adopt nato standards and achieve
higher interoperability. on its part, nato
opened its military liaison office in belgrade
and pledged to support serbia in achieving its
partnership goals.

over time, political and military cooperation
between nato and serbia have evolved with
varying speed and intensity. serbian defence
reforms and modernisation of its armed forces
(saf) have been carried out with nato’s advice
and assistance. selected saf units 2 have already
been certified according to nato’s standards,
achieving increased inter-operability for
potential deployments in international crisis
management operations. besides serbia - nato
defence reform Group set up by embassies of
several members in belgrade, the alliance has
been active and visible in serbia through several
trust funds covering projects addressing several
pressing military safety issues (such as
liquidation of land mines and, most recently,
surplus ammunition) and implemented several
projects under the science for peace and
security programme, and public diplomacy
grants.

the key subject in the serbia-nato dialogue has
been kosovo. serbia’s leaders have vowed never
to recognise its independence. the nato-led
kfor mission is responsible for kosovo’s
security. on the basis of the un security council
resolution no. 1244, kfor is mandated to
ensure a safe and secure environment, including
freedom of movement to all people in kosovo.
in effect, it means that kfor protects the ethnic
serb minority and religious places in the
serbia is using the operational capabilities concept
(occ) mechanism within the pfp, which oﬀers tools for
self-evaluation as well as teams of evaluators from
nato. serbia has pre-declared the following units into
the occ: motorised infantry company, military police
platoon and nbc platoon. these units have already been
certiﬁed through the 2nd self-evaluation stage (June
2013), and expect to be certiﬁed for the highest level of
preparedness (nEl 2) in september 2014. however, due
to political limitations, serbia is preparing these units for
missions under the un and Eu mandates, without
outlook for their deployment within nato-led
operations in the near future.
2
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enclaves to the south of the ibar river. on this
basis, belgrade and saf have been developing
constructive relations with kfor, including
simultaneous and coordinated patrols along the
administrative border. on the other hand,
belgrade continues to view with suspicion
kfor’s assistance in developing the kosovo
security force (ksf).

serbia’s involvement in pfp was put on hold in
early 2008 as a reaction to kosovo’s declaration
of independence, which was actively supported
by the united states and most (although not all)
nato members. it was resumed one year later.
serbia appointed its first ambassador to nato
- branislav milinković, and opened its mission at
the nato hQ in brussels in 2010. a few months
later, the north atlantic council approved
serbia’s request to develop its first individual
partnership action plan (ipap) defining its
defence reform goals and areas for intensified
bilateral cooperation for the next two years.
under the ipap, more political consultations and
practical cooperation were to take place. once
adopted, the ipap will upgrade the nature of
existing co-operation from purely military to a
political one.

in the 2011 - 2012 period, bilateral relations
with nato were gradually gaining momentum.
the serbian president tadić, himself a former
minister of defence (mod), had been supportive
of moving serbia closer to nato. at the same
time, he was extremely careful and ambiguous
about this issue in public, unwilling to challenge
the official doctrine of military neutrality. his
mod dragan šutanovac was more outspoken in
public, explaining that serbia and nato are not
enemies anymore, but partners seeking the
best models of cooperation 3. at times,
šutanovac seemed frustrated with the lack of
political mandate and unity within the
government in terms of what serbia really
wants to achieve in its relations with nato. by
the end of his tenure, the serbian ministry of
defence was using the full toolbox of existing
programmes developing a substantive track
record of bilateral cooperation. in 2012 alone,
tanjug, 5.2.2010. see:
http://english.blic.rs/news/5982/sutanovac-natonot-enemy-any-more
3
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119 military and expert activities were
implemented (out of 151 planned). at the same
time, the serbian ministry of foreign affairs was
careful to note that all of the activities were in
line with serbia's doctrine of military neutrality4,
while actively using diplomatic channels to
develop the political side of this relationship (at
lower levels of officials).

Reluctance to develop political dialogue

this trajectory was interrupted by the change of
governments in belgrade. in may 2012, serbian
president boris tadić lost elections to the
nationalist candidate tomislav nikolić. in
parallel, his democratic party was replaced in
the government by the nikolić’s serbian
progressive party (sns), which used to be
openly critical about serbia’s cooperation with
nato and whose voter constituency is
instinctively anti-nato. under its current leader,
the powerful first deputy prime minister
aleksandar vučić, the sns has been the
backbone of the coalition government with the
smaller socialist party, whose leader ivica dačić
managed to secure the premiership. when the
new government came to power in mid-2012,
there was general expectation that quiet drive
towards closer relations with nato would go
into reverse. that has clearly not happened. the
biggest break-through has been on kosovo.
under Eu facilitation (and with tough
conditionality on starting the Eu accession
talks), the dačić government has made huge
progress in political dialogue with kosovo, and
sought security guarantees from nato for
gradual integration of four serb-dominated
municipalities into kosovo’s legal system.
in the meantime, a more nuanced picture has
emerged vis-à-vis nato, with the following
elements:

• there is now more reluctance in
belgrade to develop a political dialogue
with the alliance than two years ago. this
was confirmed at the formal meeting
between serbian president nikolić with

http://www.mfa.gov.rs/en/foreign-policy/securityissues/partnership-for-peace-programme
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nato secretary General rasmussen on
the side-lines of the un General assembly
in new york in september 2013. it mostly
focused on kfor and situation in kosovo.
as for bilateral cooperation, secretary
General rasmussen underlined that nato
is ready to expand practical military
cooperation and political dialogue with
serbia step by step. in his press
statement, president nikolić hinted that
serbia is open to more cooperation but at
the same time, it “would not like to
choose sides” and prefers to keep political
distance from the alliance.5

• this has been accompanied by a clear
shift in political rhetoric. previous talk of
moving towards a closer partnership with
nato in belgrade is gone. for most of
2013, the serbian government has
focused on getting the green light to start
the Eu accession talks. its leaders tried
hard to explain the fulfilment of tough Eu
conditionality on kosovo to the public as
a necessary concession that will bring
long-term benefits for serbia, and save it
from economic collapse. that is one more
reason why serbian leaders have been
more careful to go against public
sentiment in other sensitive foreign policy
and security issues, including closer
cooperation with nato. president nikolić,
in particular, has repeatedly emphasised
military neutrality as the key political
guideline in relations with nato. at the
same time, however, serbia has continued
to develop its practical cooperation with
the alliance, albeit with less enthusiasm
for political dialogue than before.

• vučić (who until august 2013 also held
the position of mod) has been trying to
balance developing cooperation with
nato by intensified political and military
contacts with russia, including in arms
procurement. Earlier in 2013, serbia
became an observer at the moscow-led

b92, 27.9.2013. see:
http://www.b92.net/eng/news/politics.php?yyyy=201
3&mm=09&dd=27&nav_id=87803
5
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collective security treaty organisation.
however, the current level of serbia-nato
cooperation remains significantly greater
than the level of military cooperation with
moscow. in november 2013, vučić tried
hard to fend off concerns of the visiting
russian minister of defence, sergei
shoigu, over continuous cooperation with
nato and assured him that serbia’s goal
is not to join the alliance6.

• all programs of military-technical
cooperation between serbia and nato
are still moving ahead (up to 160 activities
were planned for 2013), and even new
ones are being started. in July 2013, a new
trust fund led by the united kingdom was
launched to assist the saf to liquidate
decommissioned surplus ammunition7. it
is being implemented in the technical
overhaul institute kragujevac (trzk). in
parallel, the pace of security sector
reforms at the ministry of defence is
slowing down. but rather than a result of
political decisions, it might well be just a
side effect of two issues: the change of
personnel and more limited financial
resources on both sides. cuts in defence
cooperation programs of nato member
countries also played a role in slight
reduction of new activities.

on the other hand, the ipap – as the key
guideline for bilateral cooperation – has yet to
be finalised. it is important to note that the
current serbian government decided to submit
its updated version to the north atlantic council
last year. the new ipap draft has been bouncing
back and forth among involved government
institutions in belgrade, and between serbia
and nato. now it has reached the final stages
of the formal approval procedure, set to be
b92,14.11.2013. see:
http://www.b92.net/eng/news/comments.php?nav_id
=88337
7
www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/topics_50100.htm
note: Except for the nato member countries also
partner nations (i.e. non-nato members) have donated
additional funds to the trust fund for liquidation of the
surplus ammunition (e.g. switzerland 98.000 Eur,
ireland 80.000 Eur as of the end of november 2013.
6
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adopted in early 2014. the main areas of future
serbia - nato cooperation have been envisaged
as follows: political and security framework;
defence and military issues; public diplomacy,
scientific cooperation, crisis management and
emergency planning system and the protection
of classified information.

this leads to an impression that as nato is
interested to see a gradual build-up of strong
relationship, the current serbian leadership is
divided over this issue. in particular, the sns
leadership has been reluctant to move beyond
the status quo. as serbian politics is wheeling
up for snap parliamentary election in 2014, this
year might bring not only formal advancement
of the serbia - nato cooperation but perhaps
also a more ambitious minister of defence
allowed to come up with creative ideas about
how to move this quiet partnership forward.

Conclusions
• in 2014, nato should encourage
belgrade to deliver on tangible short-term
steps palatable to the public opinion and
coalition parties constituencies, such as
nominating a new serbian ambassador to
nato (after the tragic death of
ambassador milinković, his job has been
vacant for more than a year). it is very
likely that serbia will first enter the Eu (in
2020 at the earliest) and only then decide
about its potential membership in nato.
however, in the meantime it will need to
develop practical vision of how to use its
relationship with nato for strategic
advancement of serbia’s role in
international security and military
missions out of Europe. hopes are that
the first ipap might be approved and its
implementation started in 2014.
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• the new momentum in serbia’s
cooperation with nato could be
generated by the Eu accession talks, since
it will also include the common security
and defence policy (csdp) agenda.
relevant serbian state institutions – the

ministry of defence in particular – are
already mapping what changes will be
required. practical needs for growing
interoperability with the Eu partners
(while most of them are also in nato)
might result in a new push for
modernisation of serbian army as well as
in a dramatic increase in serbian military
personnel participation in international
peace-keeping operations under the Eu
or un flag. currently, serbia is involved in
number of un missions as well as the Eu’s
counter-piracy naval force operation
atalanta around somalia and its medical
team has been part of the Eutm training
mission in somalia.

• in kosovo, the international security setup might soon undergo major changes as
the EulEX’s mandate expires in June
2014, and its renewal by the kosovo
government is far from certain. as the
security situation continues to improve,
some nato members advocate for an
additional kfor troop reductions and
scaling down its duties to prepare for
future withdrawal from kosovo (under the
so-called Gate 3 option). by mid-2014,
300 french soldiers will leave kfor as
decided by the french president holland
at the end of the last year. serbia strongly
rejects the Gate 3 option and would like
to see kfor troops remaining at the
current levels even after the announced
french withdrawal. if pristina gets its way
and the EulEX’s role is set to diminish, it
will be more difficult for some nato
members to argue for further kfor troop
reductions. such development could
strengthen political dialogue between
belgrade and nato on kosovo.

• in terms of public diplomacy, it is time
for a new discourse with more realism
“message constituency”, and long-term
approach. as shown during the recent
“partnership tour” co-organised by the
slovak atlantic commission and the
atlantic council of serbia in towns across
the country, more attention needs to be
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turn to the significance of nato in
providing security for the serbian
community in kosovo, aid in reforming
the serbian armed forces, and to the
recent experience of the new nato
members. the alliance is doing a lot of
partnership activities in serbia which
make a real difference and help both
serbian armed forces as well as civilians.
serbia belongs to one of the most active
nato partners in building integrity
initiative aimed at fighting corruption in
the defence sector as well as
implementation of the un sc resolution
no. 1325 on gender equality in armed
forces. however, these activities are not
publicised effectively in serbia and very
little is known about them outside of
belgrade. nato as well as serbia could do
more in informing the public about their
joint projects and activities.
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Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the author
and do not necessarily reﬂect those of his employer or of the publisher. This
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© central European policy institute, 2014
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CAN EUROPE PROTECT ThE EUROmAIDAN?*
Andrew Wilson is a Senior Policy Fellow at the European
Council on Foreign Relations - ECFR. He though, and was a
Reader in Ukrainian Studies at the School of Slavonic and
East European Studies (SSEES), University College London.
He is also an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Institute of
International Aﬀairs. He has published widely on the politics
and culture of the European neighborhood, particularly on
Russia, Ukraine and Belarus, and on the comparative
politics of democratization in the post-Soviet states,
especially its corruption by so-called ‘political technology’.

Events in ukraine have taken a dramatic change
for the worse. five people were killed on
wednesday, some beaten to death, and further
confrontation is likely this sunday. nGos have
issued an emotive “last plea for help”, saying
“the international community remains silent,
upholding European values on paper only”,
while “people are dying for them in ukraine”.

if European choice is under threat throughout
Eastern Europe, the threat now comes as much
from the yanukovych regime’s struggle to
survive as it does from russian pressure.
Government and opposition are ever further
apart; many in the opposition think that the
authorities have rendered themselves
illegitimate by using so much violence and
because of the farcical “voting” procedure used
to ram through new repressive laws last week.

as well as individual ukrainian lives, the Eu’s
name and reputation are at stake. protestors
initially wrapped themselves in Eu ﬂags; now
they are claiming the west has abandoned its
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* the article was originaly published by the European
council on foreign relations (Ecfr) in January 2014.
cEas has the author’s permission for publishing this
article in the new century.

own values by not defending them.

protecting European choice in ukraine means
taking a variety of short-, medium- and longterm steps. in the next few days it is a matter of
protecting human life. in the next few months
it is a matter of protecting pro-European nGos,
civic actors and public opinion. beyond that, it
is a matter of helping maintain conditions for a
free choice for the elections that are still
scheduled for 2015, and working on reluctant
insider fellow-travelers with the regime’s
authoritarian turn.

the cost of inaction are high and rising. political
polarization and the elimination of the middle
ground can only accentuate the conﬂict. the
government will struggle to maintain ﬁrm
control in the west and center of the country;
the areas closest to the Eu will be the most
volatile and unstable.

what can Europe do?

many European leaders still baulk at the idea of
full-ﬂedged sanctions. the experience of
measures against belarus is not seen as a happy
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one; but ironically that is largely because the Eu
looked at belarus through the prism of ukraine
and tried to sanction belarusian “oligarchs” who
didn’t really exist.

however, president viktor yanukovych will
simply not listen to gentle admonitions in the
current climate: russia is squeezing him too
tightly. he must therefore be persuaded away
from his natural strategy, which to make no real
concessions, but to wheedle and fake and bide
his time till he thinks violence against the
protestors will work.

the regime has held together so far, but
tensions bubble beneath the surface.
Europeans urgently need to add some real costs
and beneﬁts to the calculations being made
behind the scenes. in particular, they should
take carefully targeted measures against speciﬁc
oﬃcials who initiated the violence on 30
november and 22 January and the
discriminatory “legislation” on 16 January. the
mere announcement of such a process will have
an eﬀect. this would apply to the 235 party of
regions mps who supposedly “voted” in the
farcical procedures last week.

first, the current open door in Europe for the
regime's money is both a moral failure and a
failure to use our leverage. financial action task
force (fatf) standards already oﬀer a legal
framework for taking a closer look at the
regime’s assets. they could start with the
information at the website yanukovich.info. the
key European states – the uk, austria and
Germany, plus switzerland – should take a
proper account of such money and take
appropriate measures.

second, European should impose visa bans as
the us is already doing. visa bans work better
when all 28 Eu member states agree to impose
them, but any one schengen state can put
someone on a black list, as Estonia did with
nashi activists after the “bronze soldier” aﬀair
in 2007. the Eu should also suspend the
provision under the Eu-ukraine visa facilitation
agreement that allows holders of ukrainian
diplomatic and service passports to travel visa-
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free. this would send shockwaves through the
ukrainian bureaucracy that yanukovych relies
on to carry out his orders.

conversely, the Eu should issue multiple-entry,
long-term schengen visas to other ukrainian
nationals who have already been to the Eu.
while the Eu cannot jump to a complete visafree regime for all ukrainians without the
appropriate measures undertaken by others
under the association process, this
administrative policy would be a gesture of
good will to show ordinary ukrainians that the
Eu understands their struggle and can
diﬀerentiate between the regime and the
people. local think-tanks have amassed plenty
of evidence indicating that embassies can issue
such visas, but have been reluctant to do so
because of domestic considerations.

in addition to these measures, the Eu, together
with the us, should reach out to the ukrainian
army and internal forces to emphasize the need
to stay above the fray and refrain from the use
of force. the government is relying on the
“berkut” militia, because others are reluctant to
do the job. they understand the implications of
further violence and the likelihood that they
would be held personally responsible if things
get completely out of hand. the Eu should work
on reinforcing this perception.

the Eu must also quickly engage with the
ukrainian leadership to oﬀer a negotiated way
out of the crisis and free and fair elections in
return for security guarantees for the president
and his family with retention of some personal
property. the Eu must act proactively by
warning the president against any further
escalation of the situation (an attack on the
maidan, a curfew in kyiv or a state of
emergency).

finally, the Eu should support eﬀorts to
personalize responsibility by identifying all
police oﬃcers who attacked peaceful
protestors, conducted illegal arrests, organized
attacks and violence, and framed the innocent,
as with the local “don’t be a brute” project.
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Jan Piekło, Director of Polish-Ukrainian Cooperation Initiative (PAUCI)

EUROmAIDAN: RUSSIA AND ThE
EUROPEAN ChOICE OF ThE UKRAINIANS*

Jan Piekło, is Executive Director of the Polish-Ukrainian Cooperation
Initiative PAUCI from Ukraine. Previously, he worked as a free-lance
journalist (covered the Balkan conﬂict) and media consultant. In he
was OSCE’s supervisor for the 1997 local elections in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. He also worked as Coordinator of the Polish-American
education project entitled “The Bridges of Tolerance”, and until 2005
he was Director of the Institute Bridges to the East. He received the
Polish Journalists Association’s Award (SDP) for “introducing into
the Internet the important issues of dialogue and cooperation of
people of diﬀerent backgrounds, traditions and value systems"
the history of Eu-ukraine relations is a tale of
missed opportunities, paradoxes, and
misunderstandings. almost a decade ago, just
after the orange revolution, the Eu and the
western political leadership missed a chance to
involve ukraine in the European integration
process. at that time a wave of enthusiasm
swept the world and expectations were high.
the last months ukrainians impressed the
international community again, proving that
they are an important and proud nation, which
deserves to be treated as a valuable partner by
the democratic west. the orange revolution of
2004-2005 had a potential to:

• change the geopolitical balance in
Europe
• redeﬁne the role of russia as a
European player
• Expand a culture of European
democracy to the East
• open a way for ukraine to future
integration into Eu and nato
however, these hopeful expectations survived
only for a short while. when the new ukrainian
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* the article was originally published in January 2014
by the cicero foundation, a dutch think-tank whose aim
it is to provide a broad, global forum to discuss issues
that are of central importance to European integration.

leadership expected from the Eu a word of
encouragement, brussels, tired after the last
wave of enlargement, kept silent. french and
German objections plus western fear of the
kremlin’s reaction took away the best ‘carrot’,
which worked well in the case of the central
European countries: an oﬀer of an Eu
membership perspective. instead the Eu
proposed ukraine and other post-soviet non-Eu
states a new instrument, the European
neighborhood policy. kyiv’s immediate reaction
was one of deep disappointment and
frustration. ukrainians consider themselves to
be fully-ﬂedged Europeans, not ‘neighbors’ of
Europe, as for example the maghreb countries.
although ukraine accepted funding from the
Enpi (European neighborhood policy
instrument), there was no widespread
information about the structure of this
assistance within the recipient countries. the
monitoring mechanism was weak and not
transparent. this gave an impression that
European bureaucrats transferred funds to kyiv
on the basis of an implicit deal: we pay you, you
can spend it as you like and we don’t ask, but
instead you have to give up the rhetoric on an
eventual future Eu membership. it is not
surprising that such an approach did not
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stimulate a genuine drive to modernize the
country.

other internal reasons were a lack of consensus
among the main political factions in ukraine,
corruption, stagnation, and suspension of the
necessary reforms. all this contributed to the
emergence of a “ukraine fatigue” in the west.
on the other hand, a symmetrical syndrome of
“Eu fatigue” was born in ukraine, deepening
the frustration and giving munitions to
supporters of a “pragmatic” approach, such as
was supported by the party of regions.

The EU’s missed Opportunities

the real cold shower came later, at the 2008
bucharest nato summit, where ukraine and
Georgia were denied nato maps (membership
action plans). russian president vladimir putin
was also invited to bucharest and he managed
to reach all his objectives. he successfully
opposed the us plans to deploy a missile
defense system in poland and the czech
republic, and with some help of ‘old Europe’
member states (france and Germany in
particular) he killed Georgia’s and ukraine's
nato membership bids. it was the end of the
transatlantic dream for ukrainian president
viktor yushchenko and Georgian president
mikheil saakashvili, the leaders of both postsoviet countries. then, in august 2008, russia
went to war in Georgia. the reaction of the
west to this crisis was not very coherent and the
protests were mostly limited to verbal
declarations. instead of condemning the
kremlin, many Eu countries accused Georgian
president saakashvili of launching this war and
provoking the russian response.

the best time for strengthening the prodemocratic, pro-European, and transatlantic
trends in Eastern Europe has passed, the goals
were missed and people’s enthusiasm wasted.
viktor yanukovych, the presidential candidate
of the party of regions who, in 2004, forged the
presidential election (what triggered the orange
revolution), won in 2010 the next election,
beating his orange competitor – prime minister
yulia tymoshenko. the oscE reported that this
election was fair and met the democratic
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standards. as the new president of ukraine,
yanukovych declared to continue the European
integration process and he began to consolidate
his power. his declaration on the neutral status
of his country got a positive response in most
‘old’ Eu member states and his phrase about a
‘pragmatic approach’ was welcomed in
brussels, berlin, paris, and rome. yanukovych’s
ﬁrst moves were aimed at strengthening his
position. by manipulating the judiciary he
overturned
the
2004
constitutional
amendments (a move which was criticized by
the venice commission), returning to a semipresidential system. this decision raised
questions about the democratic legitimacy and
the rule of law.

with growing concern we observed the reversal
of the democratic achievements in ukraine. in
2010 the party of regions manipulated the local
elections. Journalists and organizations of civil
society reported cases of intimidation and
violation of the freedom of the press, local
nGos came under heavy pressure. then
followed the selective arrests and trials of
yanukovych’s political opponents, including
former prime minister yulia tymoshenko and
yuriy lutsenko, the former minister of the
interior. ukraine was downgraded in the
freedom house index “freedom in the world
2011” from ‘free’ to ‘partly free’ status. the
country began to move into a ‘soft
authoritarian’
model
of
governance.
yanukovych has already crossed the red line. if
he accepted the Eu conditions, he would lose
the support of his oligarchs and might, after the
next presidential elections, even end up behind
the bars. this pushed him to follow the path of
his northern neighbor – aleksander
lukashenko. in fact, he didn’t really care much
about ukraine’s integration into the Eu. he just
minded his own business - keeping the power
by all possible means.
the Eu continued to treat yanukovych and
prime minister azarov as credible partners
when ﬁnalizing the procedure of signing and
then implementing the association agreement
(aa) with the Eu. the refusal of yanukovych to
sign this agreement in vilnius in november
2013 came as a shock. suddenly the ukrainian
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president put a new condition on the table: the
Eu should invite russia as a participant in the
negotiations. this was the end of the illusions
for brussels, but not the end of the proEuropean saga in ukraine. the ukrainian civil
society, social activists, students, and opposition
leaders went into the streets of kyiv and other
ukrainian cities, demanding the resignation of
the government and the signing of the aa with
the Eu. maidan - kyiv’s main square - was
occupied by the demonstrators and rebaptized
Euromaidan. the site became the theater of the
biggest ever pro-European manifestation on our
continent. paradoxically, it is not taking place in
the Eu countries, which struggle with a deep
crisis, but in ukraine, a former soviet republic,
which gained independence in 1991, just 23
years ago. the western world listens with
admiration and astonishment to the voices of
the ukrainian civil society, protesting against the
selective use of law and the violation of
freedom. ukrainians heard the emotional words
of support and prominent Eu and us politicians
paid a visit to greet protesters at Euromaidan in
kyiv (this has never happened at the time of the
orange revolution).

the ukrainian authorities’ reaction to the
developments is a mix of fear, disappointment,
the temptation to use force in order to crush the
protests, and a declared (but not proven)
willingness to “renegotiate” the aa with the Eu.
this shows that the ukrainian government’s
policy lacks a clear strategy and that the country
is becoming less stable and more vulnerable to
russian pressure. yanukovych is learning - like
lukashenko some time ago - that he got
trapped: without russian support his regime
cannot survive. support for yanukovych and his
party of regions in the ukrainian population
dropped to below 18 percent. the only way for
him to win the 2015 presidential election is to
falsify the results. this is only possible with
strong russian support.

Russia does not Accept Ukraine’s Statehood
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russia has a problem with accepting ukraine as
a sovereign state. losing ukraine was a deep
trauma. kyievan rus was the origin and the

spiritual center of the russian orthodox
tradition. without kyiv, is the kremlin’s
message, russia becomes an organism lacking
in spiritual essence. its soul remains enshrined
in the onion shaped golden cupolas of the
churches on the hilly bank of the dnepr river.
paradoxically, these are the same churches,
which the soviets had once tried to destroy so
brutally.

former president yushchenko’s concept of
building a national identity made use of
selected moments of common history when
ukrainians suﬀered most from the hands of
russians, or (later) soviets. he supported the
regional ukrainian tradition and promoted the
ukrainian language. yushchenko used historical
symbols and myths, which is characteristic for
the slavic tradition (serbs did the same with the
famous battle of kosovo polije). yushchenko
raised the issue of the holodomor, the artiﬁcial
famine engineered by the soviets in the
ukrainian soviet republic in 1932 and 1933 at
the order of stalin. the death toll of this famine
was around 3 million people. when yushchenko
demanded to recognize it as genocide, moscow
reacted with anger and frustration.
yushchenko’s policy on joining nato, together
with the war in Georgia, contributed to a further
deterioration of the ukrainian-russian relations.

yushchenko’s successor viktor yanukovych
represents the russian speaking region of
donetsk, which has a completely diﬀerent prosoviet tradition. at the time of the presidential
election in 2004 he was supported by the
kremlin and president putin congratulated him
twice for winning the election. he was
perceived as a puppet of the kremlin. after his
victory in 2010 over yulia tymoshenko the
situation was not the same as 5 years before.
ukraine is no more the same country and also
the russian federation has changed. ukraine
managed to develop a solid basis for a
democratic system with a vibrant civic society,
while russia went in an opposite direction,
strengthening the central power of the state
and limiting individual freedoms. the oligarchic
group yanukovych represents is not interested
in becoming completely subordinated to
moscow. and moscow treats yanukovych with
a dose of distrust and skepticism, although right
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now it is diﬃcult to say what kind of game both
play.

in the Eastern European and black sea regions,
ukraine under yanukovych followed the kremlin
line. this means that neither the new pro-Eu
moldovan government, nor the government in
Georgia can count on cordial relations with kyiv.
in spite of the ukrainian 2013 oscE
chairmanship Europe also learnt soon that it
was impossible to involve ukraine in solving
‘frozen’ conﬂicts in places, such as transnistria
and the south caucasus.

it is clear that it is putin’s top priority to
strengthen the economic and military position
of russia vis-a-vis the west and nato. his most
ambitious political project is the creation of a
common economic zone and the launch of a
customs union, consisting of at least the russian
federation, kazakhstan, belarus, and ukraine.
without ukraine such a project makes only a
limited sense. therefore moscow is using all
possible means to keep this country out of the
Eu, wanting to bring it back under russian
control. after the crackdown on the opposition
in belarus, moscow is in almost full control of
belarus. now ukraine is the main target for
russia. the kremlin has reached an advanced
stage of regaining inﬂuence over its ‘closest
neighborhood’. in such a situation European
expectations concerning engaging russia in a
genuinely constructive cooperation, helping to
stabilize the situation in Eastern Europe and the
caucasus, seem to be totally unrealistic.
moscow knows very well that it has a key to
solve the regional ‘frozen conﬂicts’ (as a matter
of fact russia itself created them), as well as
energy problems. without russian participation
nothing can be done. we can even say that to
some extent today’s Europe with its frozen
conﬂicts is hostage to russia.

last election, however, and the formation of the
Grand coalition government, social democrats
took over the ministry of foreign aﬀairs.
Germany's new russia policy coordinator,
Gernot Erler, who is known as a friend of russia,
believed that “russia has played a very
constructive role in dealing with international
conﬂicts.” he has already said in an interview,
published on the dGap website: “russia sees
the rapprochement of ukraine toward the Eu as
a kind of border violation. you can’t just ignore
the centuries of relations between russia and
ukraine. that isn’t something that can be ﬁxed
through a technical process”. this is a warning
signal conﬁrming that the Eu will have a big
problem with drafting a common policy which
could oppose the neo-imperialistic policy of the
kremlin. this also means that central European
and baltic countries might feel less comfortable,
because similar arguments could also be used
to justify a stronger russian inﬂuence elsewhere
in the region.

in 2014 elections take place for the European
parliament and a new European commission
will be appointed. we can be sure that putin will
make a good use of this time for expanding his
Eurasian union project, as well as for
strengthening russia’s position as a ‘global
power’.

the Eu has a rather limited capacity to respond
properly to this challenge, but, in cooperation
with nato, should prepare a plan in case of a
black scenario of possible conﬂicts and
deepening chaos spreading through the region.
the strengthening of transatlantic relations and
a rapprochement between the old continent
and the us could be the only long-term option
for reversing this negative trend. it will take time
and it needs a political will on both sides, as well
as consensus among the Eu member states.

The EU Needs a Common Eastern Europe
Policy

the Eu itself is deeply divided over the issue
how to approach russia and there is no such
thing like a common European Eastern policy.
the key Eu country, able to initiate a European
policy toward moscow, is Germany. after the
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The Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies – CEAS is an independent,
atheist, socially oriented left liberal think-tank organisation, founded
in 2007 in belgrade. with its high quality research work cEas
generates precise analysis in the ﬁeld of foreign, security and
defence policy of the republic of serbia. simultaneously, cEas
publicly promotes innovative, applicable recommendations and
creates practical policy whose aims are:
- strengthening of the socially oriented, left liberal
democracy in serbia *
- adopting the principle of precedence of individual over
collective rights, without disregard for the rights which
individuals can only achieve through collective action
- development of the of the concept of transitional justice and
the establishment of mechanisms for its enforcement in the
western balkans region, exchange of positive experiences,
emphasising the importance of mechanisms of transitional
justice for a successful security sector reform in post-conﬂict
societies in transition towards democracy
- acceleration of the processes of serbian Eu integration and
strengthening of its capacities for confronting global challenges
through collective international action
- strengthening cooperation with nato and advocacy for
serbian atlantic integration
- strengthening a secular state principle and promoting an
atheistic understanding of the world
- contributing to the erection and preservation of a more open,
safe, prosperous and cooperative international order, founded
on the principles of smart globalisation and equitable
sustainable development and the international norm of
‘responsibility to protect’
cEas fulﬁls the mentioned activities through various projects
assorted in four permanent programmes:
- advocacy for serbian Euro-atlantic integration;
- security sector reform in serbia;
- transitional justice;liberalism, Globalisation, international
relations and human right..

cEas is an active member of the rEkom coalition which gathers
more than 1,800 civil society organisations, individuals from all the

*

Social liberalism claims that society needs to
protect freedoms and equal opportunities for all
citizens and encourage mutual cooperation
between government and market institutions
through a liberal system. Social liberalism agrees
that some limitations placed upon economic aﬀairs
are needed, such as anti-monopoly laws in the ﬁght
against economic monopoly, regulatory bodies or
legislation concerning minimum pay. Soial liberals
believe that governments can (or must) cater for
the comfort, health protection and education
through revenue gained from taxes, so to enable
the best use of the populations’ talent.
Furthermore, liberal-socialism ﬁghts against
extreme formsof capitalism and communism. It
also vows for calmer anticlericalism and religious
freedom..
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15, 11000 Beograd, Srbija
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oﬃce@ceas-serbia.org,
www.ceas-serbia.org

countries stemming from the breakup of former sfry. among them
are also missing persons’ parental and family societies, veterans,
news reporters, representatives of minority ethnic communities,
organisations for the protection of human rights, etc. the rEkom
coalition suggests that governments (or states) establish rEkom, an
independent, inter-state regional commission for the
Establishment of facts on all the victims of war crimes and other
heavy human rights violations undertaken on the territory of the
former sfry in the period 1991-2001.

during 2012 cEas became an associate member of the international
association of expert non-governmental organisations (think-tanks)
from Europe and central asia – pasos, which supports the erection
and functioning of an open society, especially in relation to issues
of political and economic transition, democratisation and human
rights, opening up of the economy and good public governance,
sustainable development and international cooperation. pasos
now has 40 full and 10 associate members, amongst which is the
prestigious European council on foreign relations from londonEcfr, and, until now, only the belgrade centre for security policy
-bcbp, from the non-governmental sector in serbia.
during the same year, the center for Euro-atlantic studies

became the first civil society organisation from the region of southEastern Europe to join the international coalition for the
responsibility to protect – icrtop as a full member. the coalition
brings together non-governmental organisations from all over the
world to collectively strengthen normative consensus for the
doctrine of responsibility to protect (rtop), with the aim of better
understanding the norm, pushing for strengthened capacities of the
international community to prevent and halt genocide, war crimes,
ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity and mobilise the nongovernmental sector to push for action to save lives in rtop
country-specific situations. among the prominent members of the
coalition are organisation such as the human rights watch -hrw
and the international crisis Group - icG
in april 2013 cEas became the ﬁrst civil society organization in
serbia to join the commission of associations of the serbian
chamber of commerce for public-private partnership in the serbian
security sector. the commission encompasses, among
representatives of private security companies, representatives of
the ministry of interior, as well as other state bodies and institutions
who are, through taking care of state administration, also
responsible for cooperation between the public and private security
sector.
in september 2013 cEas became a member of the sectorial civic
society organizations – sEko, for the rule of law sector. the program
of cooperation with civil society in the planning of development
assistance of the oﬃce for cooperation with civil society, especially
the programming and monitoring of the use of the ipa in 2011.
predicted the formation of a consultative mechanism with csos
seeing the sectorial civic society organizations (sEko) as the key
stakeholder. the sectoral civil society organization is a consortium
of civil society organizations of no more than three partners of
which one is the lead partner

Quarterly THE NEW CENTTURY is a part of
the project “Serbia and EU: what do we have
in common in the ﬁeld of security and
defense and how to exploit it to the
maximum – public advocacy of continuation
of the security sector reform in Serbia
through extensive use of the resources
provided by Serbia`s accession process”,
supported by the Fund for an Open Society Serbia.
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